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Preface

With the advent of modern large telescope facilities (such as the Kitt Peak
and Cerro Tololo 4-meter telescopes in Arizona and in Chile, and the Keck 10-m
telescope in Hawaii) and orbiting observatories (such as the Hubble Space
Telescope and ROSAT) the quality and detail of astrophysical data being taken
today is without parallel. Many objects currently under intensive observation
exhibit temporal variations with time scales of order weeks, such as Type la
supernova light curves, and months, such as the evolution of the ejecta from
supernova SN1987A on its impact course with its circumstellar nebula. This
opens the possibility to test predictions of the macroscopic evolution of such
objects in real time with computer models which typically include an immense
amount of microscopic physics. Unfortunately, one does not have the luxury in
astrophysics of setting up clean, well controlled experiments in the universe to
test the ingredients, in particular the microphysics, contained in the
astrophysical models. Often times, debates about the details of various models
continue for years, and in some cases decades. Creating a surrogate
environment to serve as an astrophysics testbed would obviously be very
desirable.

On the terrestrial front, the world has stood witness to the development of
a number of highly sophisticated and flexible, high power laser facilities
(energies and powers of up to 50 kJ and 50 TW), driven largely by the world-wide
effort in inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The charter of diagnosing implosions
with detailed, quantitative measurements has driven the ICF laser facilities to
be exceedingly versatile and well equipped with diagnostics. Interestingly, there
is considerable overlap in the physics of ICF and astrophysics. Both typically
involve compressible radiative hydrodynamics, radiation transport, complex
opacities, and equations of state of dense matter. Surprisingly, however, there
has been little communication between these two communities to date.

With the recent declassification of ICF in the USA, and the approval to
commence with construction of the next generation "superlasers", the 2 MJ
National Ignition Facility in the US, and its equivalent, the LMJ laser in France,
the situation is ripe for change. Access to these large laser facilities, present and
future, is becoming available to the outside academic community. Given the
physics similarities that exist between ICF and astrophysics, one strongly
suspects that there should exist regions of overlap where supporting research on
the large lasers could be beneficial to the astrophysics community.

As a catalyst for discussions to this end, Lawrence Iivermore National
Laboratory sponsored the 1st International Workshop on Laboratory
Astrophysics Experiments with Large Lasers in Pleasanton, California, USA,
over a two day period at the end of February, 1996. Approximately 100
scientists attended from around the world, representing eight countries: the
USA, Canada, UK, France, Germany, Russia, Japan, and Israel. A total of 30
technical papers were presented. The two day workshop was divided into four
sessions, focusing on nonlinear hydrodynamics, radiative hydrodynamics,
radiation transport, and atomic physics-opacities. Copies of the presentations
are contained in these proceedings.
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The conclusion of the meeting was a consensus that there indeed do
appear to be areas where careful laser experiments could serve as an
astrophysical testing ground, a setting where emerging theories can have a "dry
run". The challenge is to match the right astrophysics questions with the right
laser experiment. We hope that the outcome of this workshop will be the start of
a continuing dialog between the astrophysics and laser experiments
communities, which will hopefully lead to more discriminating astrophysics
experiments on the large laser facilities around the world.

It is our great pleasure to acknowledge the significant expert assistance
we have enjoyed in putting this workshop together. We are particularly
indebted to Misty Riendeau, Laurie Pinkerton, and Karen Queheillalt for their
assistance in planning, organizing, and running the conference. We also
acknowledge the assistance of Sandy Lynn and Cheryl Swinkels from our
Document Services Department. We are deeply indebted to Bruce Fryxell for
sharing his exquisite color images from his supernova simulations with us,
examples of which appear on the announcement poster, the name tags, and on
the cover of these proceedings.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
the Lawrence Iivermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-
ENG-48.

Bruce A. Remington
William H. Goldstein



WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Monday morning: Hydrodynamics I, Bruce Remington presiding

Mike Campbell (LLNL) welcomed the participants to the workshop, and
stressed the need to include academia and basic physics experiments into the use of
large lasers built for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research. Mike pointed out that
only with outside users of lasers such as Nova and the future National Ignition
Facility, can the full potential of these ICF lasers be realized.

- Joe Kilkenny (LLNL) gave an overview of large lasers around the world that
might potentially be useful for astrophysics experiments. He then focused on laser
capabilities at LLNL, covering the parameter regimes accessible with Nova, the 100
TW laser, the petawatt laser, the USP laser, and standard diagnostic capabilities at
Nova.

Dave Amett (University or Arizona) discussed the role of hydrodynamic
instabilities, in particular, buoyancy driven convection and Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, in the dynamics, evolution, and observables from Supernova 1987A. He
stressed the importance of testing current theories and models of supernova in any
way experimentally possible. One promising, and hitherto untried testing ground is
using large lasers to mock up subsets of the physics of supernova. The current
supernova experiment on the Nova laser is a model for designing experimental
benchmarks of the supernova codes.

Gail Glendirtning (LLNL) discussed an experiment that is being designed,
together with. Jave Kane (University of Arizona), a graduate student of Dave Arnett's,
to test the modeling of deep nonlinear instability evolution using the astrophysics
code PROMETHEUS. This appears to be the first experimental test of the nonlinear
hydrodynamics predictions of this widely used supernova code. The experiment has
progressed past its initial "shake-down" phase, and meaningful comparisons of
experimental results with PROMETHEUS simulations has just started.

Dick McCray (University of Colorado, Boulder) discussed the imminent
collision predicted to occur in 5 years of the expanding ejecta from SN1987A with its
surrounding circumstellar ring nebula. He summarized models and current
understanding of the ring, and predictions of x-ray, UV, and optical emissions
expected when the collision ensues. He stressed the multiple shock interactions
predicted, and pointed out the need to test modeling of these strong radiative shocks
in advance of the event.

Paul Drake (LLNL and University of Michigan) discussed the final design of
an experiment being developed for Nova, in collaboration with Richard McCray from
the University of Colorado at Boulder and Edision Liang from Rice University, to look
at the colliding plasma effects relevant to the SN1987A ring collision presented by
McCray. This experiment will use the Nova laser to generate the strong shock that
produces the laboratory equivalent of the expanding supernova ejecta. This
expanding ejecta will then impact a surrounding "ring nebula" of plasma created by
foam. The goal of the experiment is to examine the nonlinear shock hydrodynamics
expected in the collision, and characterize the radiation emitted in the multiple shock
interactions.



James Stone (University of Maryland) described his new model for the
formation of hydrodyhamic "bullets". The interesting hypothesis of this presentation
was that deep nonlinear hydrodynamic instabilities are the cause of a broad array of
astrophysical phenomena hitherto unexplained. He stressed the need to access the
regime where radiative cooling behind the shock front affects the hydrodynamics. He
emphasized that if laser experiments could be designed that investigate any part of
this broad area of radiative hydrodynamics, then one might be able to impact the
development of astrophysics theories and codes that are still in their infancy. This is
exciting, because this is precisely the regime that the Drake-McCray-Iiang experiment
is being designed to address.

Monday afternoon. Hydrodynamics II, Paul Drake presiding.

The theme of the Monday afternoon session, chaired by Paul Drake, was
the study of hydrodynamic phenomena in astrophysics and in the laboratory.
Three of the speakers (Grun of NRL, Dimonte of LLNL, and Schappert of
LANL) discussed experimental results from laser-based studies of the instability
of Taylor-Sedov blast waves. In such experiments, a target immersed in gas is
struck by a concentrated laser pulse. This produces a blast wave, similar to those
described by Sedov and by Taylor in the 1950rs, which takes hundreds of
nanoseconds to propagate across the experimental chamber. Such Sedov-Taylor
blast waves are believed to occur in a wide range of astrophysical systems
including supernova explosions. The experiments found that the blast waves
were sometimes stable and sometimes strongly unstable, depending upon a
number of factors including the properties of the gas and the presence of a
magnetic field.

The instability of Sedov-Taylor blast waves is related to the
hydrodynamic instabilities which have produced mixing in supernova 1993J,
discussed by Iwamoto of the University of Tokyo, who reported that the profiles
present in-the progenitor star can have a substantial impact on the instabilities
which occur when the star explodes. Similarly, the explosion of a type la
supernova is believed to produce a thin combustion layer which has some
similarities to a blast wave and is most definitely subject to strong hydrodynamic
instabilities, as discussed by Khokhlov of University of Texas at Austin. Bom
Sedov-Taylor blast waves in astrophysical systems, and the shocks driven by
flowing plasmas, can become radiative, in the sense that they radiate power more
quickly than they receive power. This can lead to density collapse and strong
hydrodynamic instability, as discussed by Blondin of North Carolina State
University and by Klein of LLNL. Although laboratory studies have not yet
dealt with radiative shocks, some strongly-nonlinear hydrodynamic systems
have been studied. Experiments on the interaction of shock waves, on jets, and
on colliding plasmas were reported by Perry and Miller of LLNL. Additional,
possible experiments to look for pair production and to simulate other aspects of
supernovae were discussed by Liang of Rice. The general properties of late-time,
nonlinear hydrodynamic mixing in non-radiative systems are beginning to yield
to theoretical analysis, as Shvarts, of Negev Nuclear Research Center in Israel,



showed. He also pointed out that the behavior is qualitatively different when a
shock passes through a previously-shocked medium, as is common in
astrophysical environments, and that this problem deserves study.

Tuesday morning: Atomic physics / opacities, Bill Goldstein presiding

The session on opacity, spectroscopy and radiation transport opened with
a historical overview of astrophysical opacity research from Arthur Cox, of Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Cox introduced the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram,
and described the large range of variable stellar systems whose evolution and
characteristics depend sensitively on radiative opacity. He identified banner
years in the ~55 year history of opacity calculations, including the appearance of
Los Alamos opacities in 1964-70, and eliminating with the publication of new
results from LLNL's OPAL group in 1991-93. These improved tables evinced
enhancement factors of three in opacity owing to previously neglected bound-
bound transitions in iron. As Cox pointed out, the new calculations affected our
understanding of a long list of variable systems, including double-mode
cepheids, delta Scuti variables, and solar oscillation frequencies.

Cox went on to describe his recent work on the effects of convection on
the behavior of variables, and concluded that modern opacities may not, in fact,
fully explain observations of stellar pulsations.

The themes introduced by Cox were elaborated later in the session by
Carlos Iglesias, who addressed remaining uncertainties in stellar opacities, and
by Paul Springer who discussed experiments relevant to stellar atmospheres.
Iglesias pointed out that uncertainties in the solar interior opacities deduced
from code comparisons are as large as 35%, especially near the bottom of the
solar convection zone. The source of the discrepancies was traced to uncertainties
in the ionization balance. Present theories that describe the behavior of bound
states in dense matter do not agree, and mere have been few experiments to test
them. Iglesias described recent laser-driven absorption measurements that have
proven valuable in validating some aspects of these theories, and proposed that
these experiments be extended to provide detailed input for ionization balance
models.

Paul Springer also pointed to discrepancies between models of stellar
opacity, particularly those arising from line-shapes, and the merging of lines into
quasi-continua. These uncertainties are most pronounced at densities of 10" g/cc
and lower, and experiments to access this regime are highly constrained in time-
duration, spatial size and spectral resolution. Springer concluded by describing a
nested-hohlraum design that produces the right conditions in simulations.

Steve Rose, of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, and the Department
of Physics and Space, University of Birmingham, followed Cox with a wide-
ranging review of current and proposed laser experiments in the UK with
relevance to radiation flow in astrophysics. Rose showed that the opacity
measurements he was describing - including high-density, short pulse laser
experiments - mapped out typical temperatures and densities in the sun. He also



described line transfer experiments in the presence of large velocity gradients, an
important effect Type la Supernovae, among other astrophysical systems. Rose
also proposed novel experiments to address the role of Compton scattering in the
energy balance of accretion-powered objects. He presented simulations showing
that the effects of Compton scattering on the radiation emitted from compressed
balls of DT gas was profound and measurable

Rose concluded that the plasma conditions achievable with high-power
lasers are comparable to those found in certain astrophysical plasmas. He added
that complex laser experiments are underway in which the conditions are
controlled to investigate specific, relevant physical processes.

Phil Pinto of the University of Arizona picked up one of Rose's threads in
a talk on Radiation Transport in Hows with Large Velocity Gradients. He
described the light curve of Type la supernovae as a competition between
radiaoactive energy deposition, adiabatic decompression, and radiative transport
to the surface. The transport is dominated by line absorption in large velocity
gradients. Escape is effected through exotic processes like Doppler downshifting
of thermal radiation and "photon-splitting." Outside of the supernovae light
curve itself, there exists little data to guide the theorists in modeling the opacity
of such unique systems. Pinto suggested that laboratory experiments could test
elements of the models by measuring transport in laser-produced blow-off
plasmas, and by testing iron group atomic physics and branching ratios.

Tim Kallman of NASA and Duane Liedahl of LLNL discussed the
modeling and laboratory simulation of X-ray photoionized nebulae. The
opportunity to perform detailed studies of the X-ray emission from these
accretion-powered sources is among the most exciting prospects in astrophysics
for the next decade. But the analyses of spectra from accretion-powered X-ray
sources, which will comprise a substantial portion of the high-energy
astrophysics database, are likely to severely tax the capabilities of the currently
available analytical resources. The reason is clear: understanding of atomic
physics processes and the matter/radiation interactions in X-ray photoionized
plasmas is sketchy.

The essential aspect of an X-ray photoionized plasma is the high degree of
overionization relative to a steady-state collision-driven plasma at the same
temperature. The ionization state is characterized by the quantity, % = 4%F/n, the
ratio of the ionizing radiation flux to the electron density. Whenever ^ exceeds
~10 (cgs), electron impact ionization is less important man photoionization in
establishing the charge state distribution. Similarly, the role of electron impact
excitation is reduced in comparison to recombination cascades as a population
mechanism. At present, the physical processes of "X-ray nebulae" are modeled by
complex computer codes which, nevertheless, rely on untested, simplifying
assumptions and approximations.

Liedahl pointed out that conditions achievable in targets using the Nova
laser, and conditions projected for the planned National Ignition Facility (NIF),
have excellent overlap with the parameters expected to characterize accretion-
powered plasmas. In proposed experiments, uniform, photoionized plasmas are
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created by illuminating a low density gas target with broad-band ionizing
radiation from a laser-irradiated high-Z converter target. Preliminary
experiments and predictions for gas cell targets have already been made and a
box-like target has been designed in which argon gas is contained by thin-foil
windows. This target allows argon pressures from 25 Torr (corresponding to ion
densities near 10*8 cm"3) down to pressures several orders of magnitude lower.
A gold converter spectrum has also been measured on the Nova Two-Beam
Facility using .53 mm light in a line-focus geometry at an irradiance of 10^ w
cm"2. This spectrum has been used to estimate the values of x achievable at laser
facilities that are precisely those expected to obtain in the X-ray emitting regions
of accretion disks. Design calculations for an argon experiment using the 25-Torr
gas cell and the measured gold spectrum have predicted ionization into the
middle of the L-shell. Then, using absorption and emission spectroscopy,
respectively, to measure ionization distribution and temperature, a direct
comparison with the predictions of astrophysical simulation codes could be
carried out.at known - and controllable - density (gas pressure) and ionization
parameter (luminosity).

Tuesday afternoon: Radiation transport, John Castor presiding

In the Tuesday afternoon session Nigel Woolsey (LLNL) began with a
discussion of "Spectroscopy of Compressed High Energy Density Matter/' He
reported the results of a series of Nova experiments on implosions of capsules
filled with D2, CD4, N2 or Ne, doped with Ar, whose K-line spectrum is
measured. The object of the experiment was to make a sensitive test of line-shape
theory as applied to the K lines, and in particular to assess the importance of ion
dynamics to the line shape, which should be a much greater effect with light
perturbing ions (D) than heavy ones (Ne). The same line shapes also provide
diagnostics of temperature and electron density. The theoretical comparison was
made to the FLY code of Lee, et al. The experimental results confirmed mat the
FWHM of the He-like Ar Kp line is a good density diagnostic, while the Ii-like
satellites of the same line provide a Te diagnostic. The surprising experimental
result was that the central dip in He-like Ar K(3, indicative of a lack of ion
dynamics, was absent in every case for which the spectrum could be measured,
perhaps owing to gradient effects.

Dick More (LLNL) described "Physics on Short Pulse, High Intensity
Lasers," referring to the capabilities of LLNL's Ultra-Short-Pulse laser facility.
The USP can deliver a pulse of 0.1 Joule with a pulse length of order 100 fs, and
the promise is to perform experiments on matter at >1 keV temperatures at solid
density, since the heating and ionization time scales can be made short compared
with the time scale for hydrodynamic motion. A variety of LASNEX simulations
was shown to indicate how the sample approaches LTE and steady-state
ionization equilibrium as a function of time and laser intensity. The
interferometric techniques for probing the velocity and density distributions in



the exploding sample were illustrated. Finally, some results were shown for the
spectrum of a sample of germanium.

"Femtosecond-Laser Driven Heat Waves in Solid" was the topic of the
presentation by Andrew Ng (University of British Columbia). The stimulus was
the experiment by Vu, Szoke and Landen with a buried layer of carbon in a glass
target exposed to a 5x10*4 W/cm^ intensity for 100 fs. The preliminary analysis
of the experiment used LASNEX and the classical (Spitzer) conductivity model.
In his study, Ng applied a hydrodynamic simulation coupled with a wave
equation solver (for the EM field), and used a more sophisticated plasma
conductivity theory. These simulations elucidate three different phases of
thermal wave propagation: skin-depth deposition, thermal conduction and shock
compression. The suggestion is made that the high velocity observed in the Vu,
et al., experiment might have been due to laser penetration. It is concluded mat
accurate measurements of front velocity are a good discriminant for models of
electrical and thermal conductivity.

Astrophysics was represented in the session with the presentation
"Asteroseismology of White Dwarf Stars'7 by Paul Bradley (LANL). Bradley
reviewed the classification of variable (pulsating) white dwarfs into DOV, DBV
and DAV, based on surface temperature, ranging from 10^ K for DOV to 10^ K
for DAV. These stars are oscillating in a mixture of many so-called g-modes,
which, like water waves, are based on buoyancy. The evolution of the cooling
white dwarfs is modeled, and at each point of its evolution the spectrum of g-
mode oscillating frequencies is computed. Fitting the computed spectrum to the
observations of individual stars allows their masses and surface temperatures to
be inferred, and also the amount of residual hydrogen-rich material left at the
outside of the white dwarf. The total masses that are found agree well with other
estimates of white dwarf masses, and with masses for white-dwarf progenitor
stars. The residual hydrogen masses turn up some surprises, and suggest that
DA and DB white dwarfs have different origins.

Anatolly Orishich (Novosibirsk) discussed 'Interaction Processes Between
Exploding Plasmas and Media in Space," based on experiments with the KI-1CO2
laser at/the Institute of Laser Physics of Novosibirsk State University, which can
deliver 1 kj.to targets up to 100 ug in mass, possibly with a magnetic field of 1 kG. The
experiments are intended to simulate the deceleration of nova and supernova ejecta
by interstellar material, the movement of plasmoids in the earth's magnetosphere,
interplanetary shock waves generated by solar flares, and the influence of the galactic
magnetic field on the expansion of planetary nebulae. The governing processes, which
are studied using KI-1, are the collisionless interaction of super-Alfvenic plasma
flows; collisionless energy coupling to the background gas; interaction of the plasma
flow with a magnetic field and the role of turbulence; the formation of compact
plasma shells; and ionization waves.
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An LORD-funded Petawatt modification to Nova will be
used in FY'97 for Fast Ignltor Physics (FIP) experiments
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The Target Physics Program Advisory Board
Committee (TPPAC) consists of; IJ

Dr. Barrett Rlpln, Chairman
Dr. Don DuBots
Prof. Roger Falcone
Dr. Damon Gtovanlelll
Prof. Hsne Qrlom
Dr. Jacob Orun
Prof. Own Jothl
Dr. IMcfcMl Key
Dr. Mefcerd Petrasao
Dr.PNIKpRumsby
Prof.WeMSeka

American Physical Society "
tos Alamos National Laboratory
University of California at Berkeley
Sumner Associates
University of Maryland
Naval Research Laboratory
University of California at Le« Angeles
Qaresbury-Rutherfoi'd-Appleton Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Hxltech Limited
University of Rooheeter

For FY96, a peer-reviewed pilot scheme for
University Use of Nova for high energy density
physics Is in place and working l§g

• A call for proposals was made In Spring '95 with the criterion of :

quality high energy density physics, with small funding by
ORIF via LLNL for miscellaneous expenses. Shot expenses
arepaldforbyLLNL-lCF.

• Eighteen proposals were received In astrophysics, atomic
physics, nigh density physios, x-ray Instrumentation, high
magnetic fields, plasma physics and ICF

• . An|txtern^l 13-momber committee of scientists (CJnalred by
DA B. Rlpin), Judged the proposals and recommended proceed-
ing with nine proposals, anticipating using -too shots In FY96

• By December '95, ~35 shots had been used with promising
results In five of the approved Investigation

For FY97, the pilot soheme could be expanded with Increased
re8ourco3 Identified for supporting research at Universities

The Large Neutron Scintillator Array (LaNSA) is located
under the Nova target chamber.



Higher Speed Gating has Clearly Demonstrated
Reduced Motional Blurring
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Nova has approximately 60 established diagnostics:
most of them are run by the facility rjj
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The laser and diagnostic capability of Nova has steadily
Increased
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I I I

Diagnostic capabl|Hy

FY 85 88 90

1 I I I I I 1 I
84 87

I I I I

We have overcome the limitations of spatial and
temporal scales for weapon physics on Nova by
advanced diagnostic development

• temporal resolution of 30 pseo with x-ray framing cameras

' spatial resolution of 3 fim FWHM with xrl microscopy

• soft x-ray backlighting with xrl's tor Interferometry and
deflectometry of hohlraum plasmas

• high-energy x-ray backlighting: photon energies up to 6-9 keV,
delay times up to 50 nsec

• high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy

Much development motivated by weapon 1
physics needs J



Eighteen proposals for University Use of Nova

paid

Ptaama Phyalca

X-HayLaa*

X-ftayCfaoiwatlca

ICF

Hill

Hot Elactron Transport

Tranafcnt 4-Wava Mixing and Thomaon
8caKartng

8pactroacoplc Invaatlgatlon of Colliding
Plaamaa

Flraball Expartmanla

Nova Expartmanta In Thornton 8catttring

Photopumplng forX-Ray Qaln at 10-60 A

Monochromatic X-Rty CryiUI Imaglno

Dlraot Driva Imploalona with Foam Butfar

Enargatia Protona for pR and 8ymmatiy
IntCF

.Kad.o,CREOL

Jot'hl, UCLA

Clothlaux, Auburn U.

Pataraon, U. ol Wlicomln

DaQroot, UC Davla

Elton, U. of Maryland

Qabol, CREOL

Wllll, Imparlal Collaga

Potro«»o, MIT

Interferomotry using a 155 A soft x-ray laser was
recently demonstrated -

Intorttrogrtm obtilnotC-
Without Mcondary plasma
hw»wctJ(»nlfrln0P'8 h l 0

vl«lblUty. ThlKdlagnoBUcwHI
toon !>• ut«d to measure
•Itotron d«ntltl»> In large
toeUlangth ptiimat.

Accessibility of U.S. ICF lasers to non-ICF users

l̂ova

Nik* (NRL)
Tridortt (LAND

FY96 pilot program for University Use in place
Shots, targets, miscellaneous support supplied
18 proposals/9 agreed
Proposals Judged on scientific merit by

Independent review committee
For FY97 new call for proposals expected In

Spring '88
Shots, targets, miscellaneous support and

smoll contracts expected

Nallpnql Laaor Facility In'place
Shot*, tflrosta through Rochester, profits

through DOE
9 proposals/6 agreed In FY96
Call for proposals for FY87 In summer

• Contact J. Knauer

Leas formal arrangements
Contacts — Steve Obenaohaln (NRL)

- Bob Watt (8NL)

Draft four year plan for use of Nova

1996 • I 1997 I . 1998 I 19*9^"
Ignition ortantad SBSS

flO

|Trf annual and quinquennial planning processes are In process |



We have achieved >50 joules in a 400-fsec pulse
producing a new world record for peak power (125 TW) [•

OMEGA has irradiated targets
with >37 KJ UV in 60 beams Laser facilities in ICF have large and diverse capabilities

for high energy density physics experiments m

Nova (LLNL -1984) - 40 kJ/30 TW, 0.35, 0.53 urn; primarily Indirect drive
ICF, also planar direct drive ICF; HEDP physics on opacity, rad-
hydro, EOS, x-ray laser.
- 100 TW (1995); 100 TW, 1 ps, 1.05 Mm; lndi:;iuii;]fcni b«am synched

with 1 Nova beam; fast Ignltor ICF; Hlgn density plasmas
- PetaWatt (1996); 1 PW, 1 ps, 1.05 (im; 1 Nova boom synched with

the other nine beams; fast Ignltor ICF; High density plasmas

Orrwga upgrade (U Rochester -1896) - 30 kJ/30 TW, 0.35 urn; primarily
direct drive Implosion faolllty; potentially can do Indirect drive exps.
with-20 TW.

Trident (LANL -1992) - 2 beams, 100 J/beam 1.06, 0.63 jim + a backllghter
beam; diagnostic development, plasma physios, planar hydro and
direct drive.

Nike (NRL -1995) • 2 kJ/0.4 TW, 0.26 pm + a backllghter bee* nar



Hydrodynamic Instabilities in Type II
Supernovae

Dave Arnett
University of Arizona
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Hydrodynamic Instability Experiments for
Supernovae

S. Gail Glendinning
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



Hydrodynamic Instability Experiments for
Supernovae

MOHor ol o l , density at Ho-H Interface. 1.12557 s

S.G.GIendlnnlng1, D.Arnett*,
M.Berning3, J.Castor1, J.KaneJ,
B.A.Remlngton1, A.Rubenchik'
'LLNLi'UnlvofArte.Tuscon;
'Helnrich-Hslne-Untoarsilal DOssoldorf; 4Univ
ol Calif, Davis

Novaoxponmenia lda taAIC I IC> '
•log,(e>Dosuiei i=3J 6 >"

Workshop on Laboratory
Astrophysics Experiments
with Large Lasers
Pleasanton, CA
26 February, 1996

On Nova, we can examine hydrodynamic growth
from well-characterized initial conditions at
relevant conditions

Supernova measurements (SN1987A) and simulations indicated important
role for turbulence and mix at every interface
Conditions for Nova experiments are similar to SN conditions

• Shock pressures -100 MBar (10u dyn/cm2,10" Pascal)
• Growth scaling (time'Vacceleration/spatial scale)~10

• 30 ns laser experiment = about 10 hrs of hydro (SN) growth
• Reynolds number - 3x108 (about 107 forSN)
• Temperatures: 10-30 eV (100-500 eV for SN)

Goals:
• first year:

• identity and characterize suitable drive and target
••examine growth (two-dimensional)
• connect with two-dimensional astrophyslcal modeling

• second year:
• two-dimensional experiments
• feed-through (multiple layers)
• single and multiple initial modes
• model with astrophysical codes

• third year: examine effects of three-dimensionality



This talk describes current experimental status

• We have examined various shaped drives and target
configurations

•• We have best results from single-shock experiments

• Experiments with two-dimensional (single-mode) initial
perturbation are in progress

• We have some quantitative comparisons with codes
• HYADES for one-dimensional predictions
• CALE and PROMETHEUS predict hydrodynamic

evolution of material interface

For thin targets, we can backlight through the
target and use the variation in x-ray transmission
as a measurement of surface modulation

Our experiment uses x-ray drive to drive a planar
interface and x-ray radiography to determine the
interface position and modulation

The primary diagnostic tool is a time-resolving plnhole
camera with multiple frames

• Instrument spatial and temporal response functions are
well known



We measure the x-ray drive with time- and
spectrally- resolved absolutely calibrated x-ray
diodes (DANTE)

i
I

U.idb

0.20

0:15

0.10

0.05

0.00

- 1 • , . i -

X-ray drive

-

-

- Laser power

8

20

- 15

- 10

- 5

J 0 0.0 0.5 1.0 IS 2C 2.5 3.0

T:TO ":-
0 4

Time (ns)
1 We check the x-ray drive measurement with shock
velocity measurements

> One-dimensional codes (typically HYADES) use >-fey
drive measurements to predict conditions within planar
targets

• We map 1D results as conditions for two-dimensional
codes (CAUE, Prometheus) just prior to arrival of shock
at interface

Increasing the Cu thickness improves the
velocity profiles at the interface

Interface velocity in laser cxpunmenl!
t 5X101"

S
£

• Cu was 80 u.m average thickness
(plastic 500 urn thick)

• Ripples in Cu were X=200 urn. no=2O
um

• 1 ns square drive produces shocks
which coalesce before reaching the
back surface of the Cu

• Hydrodynamic growth continues for
10's of ns after drive turns off

J \I
i \

IS pm Ih

\^ 851,'« '.!• •„>. Cu

' I <

VH-0 - :
Interface velocity in SN

4x10"

0.4 0 8 13

Supernova relevant measurements to date
include face-on and edge-on views

15 urn Cu decelerated
CH,. t=7.5 ns

800 um

a 0.4
o

g °-3

§ 0.2

.9 0.1

0.0

2-D radiograph
15 um Cu decelerated

L t=1-5ns

I
Time

1-D radiograph

Fiducial

I
Cu package £

Hohlraum wall

Time (ns)

140

120

100

GO
40

20

0 l i ._.l . i_

Tinio (ns)

10

* . « * " - -

• Two-dimensional imaging is required for measurements of modulations
• Cu package was too thin for this drive; multiple shocks reached the

inlerface (not enough growth)

We have a sequence of images vs time (from 3
shots) which extend to 35 ns and show clear
evidence of nonlinear behavior

RR
Simulated radiographs

Phase of modulation has inverted, ns anticipated



CALE predicts similar structure to that observed

CALE simulation Data, t=30.4 ns
at t=30 ns

300 urn

400 [im

IS ' The code predicts significant spike-formation and
roll-up

' Observed structure is more complicated
CALE and PROMETHEUS both predict bubble
and spike positions very well

Bubble and spike positions Fourier amplitudes

10,. 20 30

' Tima (ns)

40

20

0

20

-

/

1

/

/

/ /

• ,—

1

/ . '

I I

%

- Fundamental
- Second harmonic
- Third harmonic

i i i

10 20 30

Tims (ns)

40

• Early in the evolution, Fourier harmonics are easily
determined and show some difference between codes
and data



CoUisional of SN1987A with Circumstellar
Nebular Ring

Richard McCray
JILA, University of Colorado
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An Experiment Relevant to the Supernovae
Ejecta-Ring Collision

R. Paul Drake
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

and
University of Michigan
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An Experiment Relevant to the
Supernova Ejecta-Ring Collision

R. Paul Drake
Lawrence Llvermore National Laboratory,
and University of Michigan

Workshop on Laboratory
Astrophysics Experiments
With Large Lasers
February, 1996

, WoikpaiiiilVpiitormidun&llMiuipcisollNUS OcpartirwiilnlCnnigybytlielii'
lb*rnwr« NiiioMl ubottlwy

The Ejecta from SN 1987A are now
plowing through the circumstellar matter

polar
axis

Hot
Shocked,

Wind-*
(BSG)

FreeWlrtd
(BSG)--

HII lonlzatlon
front

-Cool
Shell

From:
Chevalier & Dwarkadas
Ap. J. 452 L45 (1995)

• Shock Front

-Equatorial Ring'
Radius

• The structure developed during this period will determine
the emission we observe when the ejecta strike the ring

• Ih any event, the emission from the ring
' will be matic and Informative

Here's what I'll show you

> SN 1987A provides the context and real-time data

> How we can simulate the SN environment using Nova

> Issues and options for such an experiment

Collaborators:
Lawrence Llvermore National Laboratory

Bruce Remington, Kent Estabrook, Gall Glendenning,
John Castor, Rich London, Claire Max

University of Colorado, Boulder
Richard McCray

University of California, Davis
Alexander Rubenchik

Rice University, Houston
Edison Liang

A rough schematic of current-day profiles
will motivate the layout of a simulation experiment

SN 1987A profiles at ~ 10 years

Density
(cm-3)

10 4 5 6
Radius (1O1? cm)

Shocked
gas

.IB

1010

108

Temperature
(deg K)'

Circumstellar
gas

The H II zone, If present, will cause higher densities and lower temperatures
in the shocked matter. Both forward and reverse shocks will 'n strong.
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Here is one way to simulate
the circumstellar environment

Plastic Disk:
"Stellar Matter"

Laser (or X-rays):
"Explosion"

Plastic Disk:
"Ring"

Ejecta:
"Ejecta"

Void Underdense foam:
"Circumstellar matter"

Let's examine this one piece at a time,

We can make ejecta much like the star does

Laser (or X-rays):
"Explosion"

Plastic Disk: 100 urn thick CH,
"Stellar Matter"

Ejecta have SN-like features :
r « v t
a « r/t2

high-velocity, cool matter

Irradiate 1 mm dla.
Cause a a 10 eV shock
to break out back side \

Crude model-Isothermal rarefaction:

ce]octa
s o u n d s P e e d

Ejecta:
~ 10 eV plasma

ForH, c a 30 km/sat 10 eV and Is r1/2

The ejecta can drive a strong shock
in low-density foam

Ejecta

lnterac».'on occurs where p0jflCta - P(o

ThU3X/t = c e l e e U l ln(4p8 O | I d /p f o a m)

So the upstream Mach number is

.13

M <cec(oam B <cejec.a

Void

l n <4 PSolld 'Pfoam )

<^~ In 400 = 6

A strong shock requires (coJecla / c(oam) > 2,

so preheat of the foam must be controlled

Underdense foam:
"Circumstellar matter"

Foam preheat limits the
ejecta velocity

The foam Is irradiated by the shocked disk
until the ejecta str ikes it after ~ 1 ns.

Assume that the foam absorbs oTB B
4 for 1 ns

We can infer a preheat depth by making T f - . « = T
in the heated region foam

For C foam at 20 mg/cc one finds

TDO
BB

Thus, shock temperatures up tc several times 10 eV
are plausible.

Preheat is more of'a problem as density drops and
atomic mass Increases.

.eg



The shocked foam and ejecta
can strike the "ring" hard enough to emit

CH disk Void CFoam

Shock velocity
-140 km/s
-1.4 x 107cm/s

r Legend

300
Distance dim)

0.9 ns
1.9 ns
2.9 ns
3.9 ns

LASNEX results
1.5x101sW/cm2,
1 ns, 0.35 |im light
20 mg/cc C foam

The shock produces a
large pressure impulse

CH disk Void CFoam CH
disk

1MBar

Pressure
(dynes/cm2)

0 100 300 500
Distance (urn)

Legend

A 0.9 ns
B 1.9 ns
C 2.9 ns

1 D 3.9 ns

LASNEX results
1.5x1015W/cm2,
1 ns, 0.35 urn light
20 mg/cc C foam

The ion temperature shows strong heating

CH disk Void C Foam

ion f
Temperature*.

(keV) , •
• 0.001

. Legend

A 0.9 ns
B 1.9 ns
C 2.9 ns
D 3.9 ns

Dlstanci

LASNEX results
1.5x1015W/cm2,
1 ns, 0.35 pm light
20 mg/cc C foam



We can diagnose the shock using
established tephniques J3

bolometry:
temperature

shocked
matter

ejecta

radiography:
density

disk
imaging:
shock structure

backlighter

Typical dimension: 1 mm for entire target; 100 nm for shock
Typical resolution: 10 urn
Tlmescales: 1 ns for shock propagation; 100 ps for diagnostics

¥

We are improving this design
and working on scaling

> Modeling x-ray driven designs to get stronger, more uniform shocks

> Exploring doped foams lo obtain radiatively-cooled shocks -

plan to greatly vary the hydrodynamlc Instability growth rates

> Varying the geometry to seek scale-free behavior

> Using gas rather than foam to access coilisionless shocks

> We will propose Nova shots this spring and
hope to obtain the first data during the next year



Formation of "Bullets" by Hydrodynamical
Instabilities in Stellar Outflows

James M. Stone
University of Maryland
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The Hydrodynamics of Shock-Cloud
Interactions in the Interstellar Medium

Richard L Klein
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Colliding Plasma Experiments

Ted Perry
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



Outline
JSS

Colliding Plasma Experiments •Determining temperature by measuring ion balance

• Measuring density through radiography

• Heating samples volumetrically using gold M-band radiation

Ted Perry
Defense and Nuclear Technologies

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
February 26,1996

s
Point Projection Spectrometry

delayed
laser
beam

heated
sample

Bragg
crystal

backlight . Diagnostic Holes
point source
of x-rays

x-ray film

heating'
laser beams

self emission
background

image of diagnostic hole



New techniques were-developed foropacify expenmente L »

Point projection ^ ^
spectrometry <,Zuw
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First measurements were on aluminum

• Aluminum was used to test accuracy of method and also to investigate
using low-Z tracers as a temperature diagnostic
• Two thicknesses (500 A & 1SOOA) were used for consistency check. Cube
of thin sample transmission should equal thick sample transmission.

SOOA aluminum
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The two thicknesses give similar results Experiment agrees well with calculation .11
thin sampls transmission cubodl
IhleK samplo transmission I

tseo
Cnngr (iv)

1(10 1(00

The two different thicknesses of aluminum pfovlde a consistency check on the dala
reduction. Since the thick sample Is three times the thickness of the thin sample,
the cube of the transmission of the thin sample should equal the transmission of the
thick sample.

0.8 H

I 0.6 H

0.4 H

0.2 H
60 ev .027 g/cc calculation

— moasurod transmission

1S40 1560 1580
Enoroy (ov)

1600

5 ev change in temperature is equivalent to
a factor of 2 change In density

w y

....... so ov .00675 g/ec ollict by 0.4
(S ov .054 g/ce olllil by -0.4

— 60 ov ,027 tree

1S«O 1580
Enoigy M

m



Goal was to have simple, well-characterized system 11
• We wanted to avoid any problems with laser - matter Interactions

• We wanted to have well-characterized x-ray deposition.

• We wanted to avoid strength of material problems

> We wanted to have space and time resolved density and temperature
measurements.

1 We wanted to be able to make rigorous comparison to code calculations.

ARRANGEMENT OF RADIATIVELY DRIVEN ALUMINUM FOIL EXPERIMENT

AU HEATING
TARGET

LASER BEAMS

BACKLIGHT
LASER BEAM

TA BACKLIGHTEPT

100M

T
\
tooOu •

AL FOIL

CH FILTER

CH FILTER

PINHOLE
ARRAY

GATED
X-RAY
IMAGING
DETECTOR



GXI (gated x-ray imager)

Plnhole array
has 16 holes
to produce
16 Images

MicroChannel plate x-ray
detector has four strips
which are gated at
four different times.

t
Sample
position

0
Laser beam hits
piece of tantalum
producing x-rays to
backlight sample

All 16 GXI channels necessary for proper data analysis

Thl9 column of images —
used to remove backllghter
spatial variation.

Strip gated at -0

Strip gated at 1.35 ns

Strip gated at 2.80 ns

o o o

o o o
Strip gated at 4.25 ns

11 ns/o o o cd\
\

\O O O

~ 3 U Al foil
Is used
to check
backllghter
spectrum.

IMIM.I.III4

These columns used to Image aluminum sample.
. (we use column with best alignment.)



Expansion of an x-ray heated Al foil .11
t=0ns M.35ns t=2.8 ns (=4.25 ns

w=144n w=273 w=500

(The foil was 1000 \x long and 2 \x wide viewed at an angle of 2.5°.)

30x10'J A

measurement at 2.8 ns (RIKAMRl))]
••-• Iheory at 2.8 ns

•0.6 -0.4 •0.2
P

0.0 0.2
Oistance (mm)

0.4 0.8



FRAMING CAMERA DATA FROM PARALLEL FOIL EXPERIMENT

(-*— '80 microns -original Ion separation

T « 0

T • 1.3 ns

T • 2.3 ns

T « 3 Jns

TRANSMISSION OF PARALLEL FOILS AT 1.3 NS

t ~

0.8

I 0.6'

I
£ 0.4 •

o.a •

1 5 1-6 t.7 1.8 i.g

X at target (mm)
2 2.1



DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DOUBLE FOIL EXPERIMENT

0.08

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

1.2 m

3.3 ns

2.3 m

\i *""••*.

. . i . i i.

1.9 16 17 18 19
Distinct (mmi

• I i.v;..

21 2?

B

-1

-2

TRANSMISSION AT 2 NS FOR TEMPERATURE
DETERMINATIONS

WIN
.• . yuv

i
• y 200 microns-

^ 100

0

^ / -100

•200

/ ^

1

1.45 1.5 1.55
ENERGY (keV)

I.G 1.65

X-RAY IMAGE OF DOUBLE FOIL EXPERIMENT AT 2 NS
SHOWING L2 ALUMINUM LINE ABSORPTION

y-300 microns

y-200 ,

y-100

y»0 INITIAL FOIL POSITIONS

y-100 ——.^—

y..jOO

y-300

X-RAY ENERGY •

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED TRANSMISSION

PARALLEL FOIL EXPERIMENT
t

EXPERIMENT AT 0.008 G/CC—CALCULATION AT T»29EV I '

.1500 1550
ENERGY (eV)

1600



Temperatures for colliding foils
FRAMING CAMERA &ATA FROM ANGUto FOIL EXPERIMENT

ISO

so

so-

10-

1 1 ' 11

-300 -300 >ioo « too tea
Olitme* mm colllilon Plint (mlcrom)

T « 0

T « 1.3 ns

T» 2.3 ns

T» 3.3 ns

Summary

• Temperature can be measured to ±4%.

• Density can be measured to ±25%.

• Gold M-band radiation can be used to heat matter to 10's of eV.

• These techniques have been used to study two colliding plasmas.



Instabilities and Mixing in SN1993 J

Kohichi Iwamoto
University of Tokyo
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1 '• ••>' '• SN1993J-comparison liflhl curves ( (/*« P" '^.
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Shock and Jet Experiments on Nova

Paul Miller
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Shock and Jet Experiments on Nova

Paul Miller, Tom Peyser. Pete Stry,
Kim Budll, Debbie Wojtowlcz, Don Griswold,

Bruce Hammel, Ted Perry, Larry Logory, and Gene Burke

Presented to the Workshop on Laboratory Astrophysics,
26 February 1996

Lawrence Llvermore National Laboratory
University of California

00
Work Mrfor mtd undtf th« Wrtpkti *f IM U.». 0«Mflm«nt «I CMrgy t>r •*>

LiMwct Jvtffl>or«ttotlOMrUbontervuix)tfC«ntrMtW*r4o(|ng4l

We are exploring a variety of flows 111
We are investigating shock-Induced hydrodynamics with experiments

on the Nova laser and with numerical simulations, including:

• The generation of flat shocks to drive our flows

• Flow peculiar to our non-rlgld shock tube

• Hypersonic jet flows generated by a hemispherical protrusion at a

density Interface*

• The shock-induced mixing region between two materials of different

densities with known, nonlinear Initial interface perturbations*



The Nova laser delivers 25 KJ (3oo) in 1 ns

Schematic of the experiment 3

1. Eight of Nova's beams heat the hohlraum to » 230 eV (over 2x10s K)
2. Ablation drives a shock Into the cylinder
3. The flow is backlit with a titanium backlighter and imaged using a

gated 2-D x-ray framing camera



Our shock tube is the size of the " I " on a dime

The jet is seeded by a hemispherical feature at a
plastic / foam interface (foam part shown)

micromachined with
diamond tools

hemisphere radius: 150

cylinder radius: 350 |im

foam density: 0.1 gm/cc

pore size < 1 (im

surface finish » 3 \im

Scanning electron microscope image:
low-density, carbon foam piece

(oblique view)



Temporal progression of the high-speed jet (calc)

Material plots: pink - high density plastic, blue - low density carbon foam

UBSHSSj

15 ns 20 ns 25 ns

00 Temporal progression of the high-speed jet (data) INJ1

reference
grids

t = 10.4 ns.1

shock visible,
lirst roll-up

t = 14.8 ns

swirls develop,
incipient second roll-up

t = 19.7 ns •

let continues to
develop



Comparison of data and simulation images j |

Simulated radiographs from CALE calculation

10.5ns

10.6 ns

15.5 ns 19.5 ns

Data radiographs

14.8 ns 19.7 ns

25.5 ns

21.9 ns

Jet features vs. time from data and simulations

Location ol jot features v«. tlms

Jet Image at 21.9 ns I

1600

1400

1200

1000

600

600

400

• shock
• jot Up

A shouldor
—shock (calo)
— | o t lip (catc)

- ioli-up (caici
—ahouldor (calc)

* •
A

12 U

.4"*
: ' . ' - •—

16 18 20 22
time (ns)

• - - %

.2* 26



Comparison of lineouts from CALE and data Hjjl

• both traces at 21.9 ns

• lineouts 100 nm wide

• backlighter nonunlformity c

removed from the data
lineout

• max transmissions
normalized to 1.0

x-ray transmission along centerline

1.4
CALE simulation!

—— experiment |

00 101 bo ia'bb 14oo u'oo

axial position

Agreement between experimental and simulated
radiographs supports further use of simulations IJJi

• 2D CALE calculations of density, axial velocity and vorticity (15.5 ns)

Density Axial velocity Vorticity

Simulations permit examination of unmeasured quantities



Density and axial velocity from CALE simulations
at 10.5 ns

Shock direction •

Density (g/cc) Axial velocity (um/ns)

The experiment is also being calculated with AMR l(|

Jeff Greenough is using his Adaptive Mesh Refinement code on the jet

• ideal gas, two fluid, equal gammas

• second order Godunov, two levels of 4x refinement (1 urn finest)

log density contours



Schematic of the experiment

Tlxr.f
OickllghMr

J°" 8Mlop«<ICH

Carton torn

1. Eight of Nova's ten beams heat the hohiraum to about 230 eV
2. Ablation drives a shock Into the cylinder
3. The flow is backlit with a titanium backiighter and imaged using a

gated 2-D x-ray framing camera

We employ a variety of interface perturbations in
our Richtmyer-Meshkov experiments

three types ol perturbations used on
planar interfaces

smooth sawtooth "astroturf"

scanning electron microscope images
(80 x 80 |im fields of view)



Temporal progression of sawtooth interface

• Density plots
from 2D CALE
direct numerical
simulation

• Shock
propagation
direction

Shock-induced mixing experiments

We are making quantitative measurements of the mixing region widths

This example had a 20 urn sawtooth perturbation

image 5.25 ns after shock arrival

-400 -200 0 200 400

(scales in microns)

100 urn wide lineout

too too roo * » too

VERTICAL POSITION <j.m|



Comparison of mix data and 2-D CALE calculation
for 10 |xm amplitude sawtooth perturbation

• Mix width for data and
calculations based on
5 - 95% transmission
criteria

• Effect of decompression
obtained from LASNEX and
CALE tracer layer
calculations

• Experimental values In
good agreement with
macroscopic mix width
results from CALE

140

120

100.

60.

60

40-

20.

0.

•20

O DATA
• DATA (CORRECTED!
O 2OCALE
• 20 CALE (CORRECTED)

•""loflarlihmlc III

>

• . !.
5 10

TIME (ns)

.,*.

IS

When the effects of target decompressiomare removed, the width of
the mix region is consistent with a theoretical logarithmic behavior

Summary

We have described two sets of No

high-speed Jet characterization
RIchtmyer-Meshkov instability growth leading to mixing

The experiments:

• demonstrate a general class of experiment which Is possible on the laser

• yield data on physical mechanisms such as RIchtmyer-Meshkov mixing

• provide well-diagnosed laboratory data in high-speed, compressible
plasma flows for potential use In astrophysical code validation



Type la Supernovae

John Blondin
North Carolina State University
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Shocks with a > .75 are stable.



Stability increases with Mach#
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CASSIOPEIA A SUPERNOVA REMNANT:
A 2D HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

norknuski. Snmkimint.. Illniuliii "

Nl'I'KKNOVA •• DICNSK
III.ASTWAVIC : SIIKI.I.

KI:\ I:KSK
SHOCK
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PHOTOH CNCKCT (t«V)

Fl|. }.— Tie tpitlilly.inleirtted iptttnitn of Cu A obtained with the ASCA SolidnUle

lmt|ln( Speettometen. The cilculited X-rty ipectrum M ihown by the telii cwnie in the

top panel, while the bottom panel ihowt (he contiibuttoni from the CSM (jofiif curve) find

horn (he SHejecli U°U<i turn) icpatauly. The At Hen line at 3 12 keV wu not included
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Instability of Hydrodynamic Shocks

Alexei Khokhlov
University of Texas/Austin

lot
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Laser-Generated High Mach-Number
Shocks in Lab Simulations of

Astrophysical Phenomena

Jacob Grun
Naval Research Laboratory
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Laser-Generated High Mach-Number SnocKs
In Lab Simulations of Astrophysical Phenomena

by Jacob Grun

Outline

how lasers generate shocks and turbulence

shock wave instability experiment

shock-turbulence interaction experiment

Colleagues:

A. Buckingham, R. Burris, J. Crawford, C. Manka, B.H. Rlpta. J. Stamper

Laser as a source ot shocKs, blast waves aod

little mass to obscure hydro
energy density = kjoule/ngram

Naval Research Laboratory

ambiom gas
(>5miofi)



Blast waves in a uniform ambient gas
Are they stable?

aval Research Laboratoi

tO a S t r O p h y s i C S ((romM«e tow «nd Norman, Asli. J.4J7. pg. J07(1»93|)

filamentary structures In older supernovae

Initial conditions (or star formation

formation of globular clusters

some theoretical work
Insenberg (1977), Cheng (1979), Book (1980)

Newman (1980), VIshnlak (1983), Qaffet (1984)

Bertschinger (1986), Ryu and VIshnlak (1987)

Kohberg (1989), Mac Low and Norman (1993)

t -

10

10"

10

10

Typical scales

Idoal blast wsvo
— Chemical Explosion

0 NRL experiment

10 10" 10" 10" 10"
metcr(bar/kton)1/3

0.001 1/|im

•Javal Research Laborato

• blast radius: 1cm

• shock width: 100 microns

• Mach number: few hundred

• Kolmogoroff scaling

• flow speed: 105 cm/sec

• Reynolds number: id5



Setup of experiment

iaage<«»«a«atiaiiMi;n>j.n;i-i-w<iwiHii.M;.in^

1.5kjoule
5ns

1.06nm
laser

gated
camera

magnetic
coil

shadowgraphy
time-resolved phase-contrast microscopy
spectroscopy

Blast waves in a lowygas are unstable

i njiiTiliK¥"tnt i*

1cm

in nitrogen ^YsL4) in xenon (y<1.1)



Progression of perturbation growth

100

• no growth untill blast formed

• then, growth as tlme^M

• then, perturbation decay

A/R oc times(^)

i<tfAHtiiJfciftlHti«!rliWlli|ii.ul<IHH^|l[-|f|f||'J|

exponent

time
evolution

10 100 1000
nanosecond



yof Xenon inferred from Taylor-Sedov solution

1.1

1.0s Y

nanosoconds
Ynltrogen

<y of xenon lowered by copious emission

4000 S000
angstroms

nitrogen

blast wave
arrives

at detector
location

wtvtlintjtli



Comparison to theory

•Javal RBDearcli Laboralo

source
Linear:Ryu and Vishniac, Astrophys. J., 36§, pg. 411 (1991)

Non-linear:Mac Low and Norman, Astrophys. J., 407, pg. 207 (1993)

O experiment confirms VIshnlac's prediction of
overstabllltywhenY<1.2

O tlmeSp.) growth agrees with linear theory

O But, experimental Sp.) is - 2 times larger therr
predicted

O observed saturation explained by nonlinear theory

\ J

couf lv tyo tO Ryu ;
|ww*ttco<nmufiicfttioiii ••> *

toon

Instability mechanism"

Nnvnl Rosoarch Laboratorv

r
ram pressure pV^

f t » t T t f f

i i i •>• i k i i

thermal pressure

V >> Cs

v<cs

force

lighter peak slows faster

occllatlon preducwf
growth l(y< 1.2

• from E.T. Vishniac. Astr. J. 274. pa. 152 (1983)



appears altered by Blast-Wave
Weak-shock theory predicts turbulenee amplification & PSD changes

There Is no strong-shock theory

Turbulence amplifcation
in nitrogen gas

epetd
(fcnVsoc) %l

w
•I>J
1.11
i&? |

3H
B7
cr

ISO 200 3S0 300 U 0 400
l

100



Colliding blast-waves experiment
Sealing: two explosions, 45km apart,

100 kinetlc.kllotons each, at 150 km altitude

Shot 91-337 (dorfc-fiefd shadowgraph)

Measurements
visible emission foal
density gradients (doitMt
density profiles (>nitritrom<ify)
densilies and temperatures (vii.bk
source temperatures O-roy iptcirov
IR emission

7 em

Some Publications

.SpcviroKi'pii: PmfmiMu't in ,l (.'iillidiiig-lllasi-Wnvi: l:xpcrinu:n>
K C l-.llon. I ) M Hilling.C.K.Manka.MR.ariem. J Ciritii. I) H. Ripin.
nndj Resmck
Physical Review I: 4'). pp I5 I2H9W)

Spate Plasma Physics in the Laboratory
B.H. Ripin. J. Gran. C K Manka, J. Resnick. and H.R. Bums
Research Trends in Physics: Nonlinear Space Plasma Physics. pf 449- -163.
H. Alven. R Binpham. K Quest, and R Z. Sagdeev. editors (AIP Press. NY.
I9W)

Numerical Simulations and Enpenmcnu on Physics of High Mach Number
Sliockwnvi!.Tiirriuleiil IMinv tnteracliunt
A C. Buckingham mid Jacob Gran
Proc 4th Iniemationnl Wurkshop on the Physics of Compressible Turbulent
Mixing, ed* P. Linden. 0 Youngs, Cambridge Univ PrcsMlW).

InMahilily of Taylnr-Scdiiv lllaM Waves Propagating in a Uniform
Atnwsphcrii,
J Ctriin. J. Stamper. (' Mank.i. J Rcsnick, R. Burris. J Crnuturd. Phys Rev
\xn 6ft. |

Liihuratnry Lascr-I'imluccd Astiophysical-l.tke Plasmas
t i l l Kipm.C.K M n n U T A Peyser. F..A. McLean. J A Stamper. A N
Mimnvycli. I Grim. K Kcanuy. 1R Crawford. J.D Huha. t.ascr nml
Particle hoaim. V»l S. pj! W ( I9WI

L-ihiirnhiry Lucr-I'rmlna'il AsKopliysu-al.l.ite PfaMimi
Mi l Itipin.CK Miuikn. I A I'.iywr. I-:.A McUan. J. Siani|K'r. A N
Mmti.vn.-li.J (Iriin.K Ko.irny. Jit O.iwrmd. J.I) Unbn.pj: I'lO-l')').
L-Kcr trili'r.ii'iiitri »nli M.IIUT. ( i Vcl.irile.cdilur(Wurlil.SVk'rinlii'.
Siiiiiiipuro. I'lX'D



Progress in Understanding and Modeling of
Hydro Instabilities and the Construction of a

Turbulent Mixing Model

Dov Shvarts
Nuclear Research Center Negev
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Classical experiments can be used to study aspects of the
Raylelgh-Taylor and Rlchtmyer-Meshkov instabilities

ICF

Acceleration stage

PaWat< Pahall

(Qi shell breakdown?)

Deceleration stage

Phot spot "̂ Pehell

(Q: hot-spot formation?)

TCltlt

Classical

m.
9 ~ 50 g0

Rocket acceleration
(Road, Youngs, 1d84)

First shock

Reflected
shock

nun
gas 1 (Air)

gas 2 (He)
A A A A A A

{91 I 92

Shock tube
(Meshkov, 1961)

Rlchtmyer-
r*jeshl<bv
Instability
9(t) = 9 • 6(t)

The Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability

if P1 > p2

[ Archimedes buoyapcyi
force: (P1 - p^g " J

Linear theory: (k = 2n/\)

= Yk*

with Yk = V A * k * 9 A = £ L _ _ l , Atwood number
V P1 + P2 J

Nonllnearity: when a/A. a 0.1 - kinematic drag becomes Important

b u b b I e

spike

growth slowing down (saturation)
rounding of bubble tips
appearance of higher harmonics
bubble/spike structure



o

Richtmyer-Meshkov Modeled by Initial
Velocity and g=0

••-••'"• i \

Vis ** "

Shocks don't interact with interface after
x ~ XI Shock Speed ~%/AU

Iflitial velocity from linear theory

(Rlehunyet (60), Meyer-Btewett (72), Holmu-Orove-Shaip (94), Yang-
Zhing-Shup (94)]

Scaling from Simple Buoyancy and
Drag Considerations

CV<"JnJS(89). Tiikabe.Ynmainuto (911. Alon.Hcchl.Ofer.Shvntis (95))

S ~ X2, V - A3

• Ir the bubble Frame:

drag buoyancy

Drag/Buoyancy ~
Large structures rise faster —> Inverse cascade

/ 4

RT (drag ~ buoyancy): U ~

RM (no buoyancy, only drag): \U ~,
no A
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p I. Iso'jurfoccs of / , - 0.99 tot (tie three-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor calculation in ihe
region .v < 0. Gravity aclt vertically downward.

r> Large structure dominates the late time flow
' even with no initial long-wavelength perturbation

_ _ _ _ _ un _.

LBBf>filD) classical RT,(A = 0.5)

Interface structure Bubble envelope

3.0

2.5

2.0

I 1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0 2 4 6

x (cm)
8 10

Rayleigh-Taylor growth at the ablation front is see j
both from the surface finish and from laser imprinting i-_

Indirect drive
Rough foil (otu,H2(im)

Foil
radiograph

Direct drive (0 bandwidth)

Foil
radiograph

0.9 ns

Remington eltl,, Phyi. Fluids B 5,2589 (1993)

a w _u
1.6 ns 3.0 ns

Glendlnnlng (LLNU. Knautf ILLE1

Simulation of multimode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
shows bubble competition

Interface structure
(A = 0.98)

Bubble envelope



Early-$tages evolution of a random initial
mass perturbation (rms = 2 \im) under ablation
condition (I • 1014 W/cm2, Trise - 1 ns,
9lL- 0 531.1m,

(Density contours)

<= LASER
Bubble dynamics and competition
3re clearly seen while spikes
are washed downstream

T=1.7ns ' T=1.8ns T=1.9ns



At late stage, few bubbles are controlling
the front evolution and punching the shell

3-D bubble competition is clearly seen for a 3-D
isotropic shori-wavelengtn initial perturbation

OS OS OS os

T=.Ul

In the multimode case nonlinearity is leading
to the creation of large structures together
with the saturation of small structures

• • • • / •

Onset of nonllnearity fWth»<(ef-c

Mode coupling: • Generation of higher harmonics

-» saturation of small structure
(decreasing S/V by rounding the tips)

• Generation of Icmg wavelengths
(k^-^-ka)
-> large-structure seeding and growth

(decreasing S/V by Increasing j iy M



Two approaches to overcome
the divergence problems

The Modal Approach

' (K-space)
• Use the basic modes—cos(kx)
• Take bnly 1,2 mode Interaction

Into account
• Use a mean-field approach for

all higher-order contributions
- a nonlinear closure

+ nonlinear closure
TCJJ95

The Bubble Approach

(Physical space)
* Use late-stage "dressed"

nonlinear elements-
Bubbles (harmonic
Information already Included)

* Write an evolution equation
for ensemble of bubbles
with an effective 1,2 bubble
Interaction

bubble bubble

Bubble-Merger Model Gives Multi-
Mode Evolution from 1 and 2 bubble

physics

Slinrji itml Wheeler (61), Gllmm, Sharp, Zhang (88-91)
Almi. ihvurls. Mukamel (93)

Single-Bubble Velocity

• Tvfo-Bubble Merger,

CO + h+i



Mean-field model equation (no correlations)
gives the main properties of 4he bubble
distribution time evolution

Q{X,t) - number of bubbles of size

N(t) = jg (M)d \ - total number of bubbles at time t
0

N ( t ) . ^
dt

= _2- g(x.t) •Jg(v,t)
o

'.t)-g(v.

•«m(X1V)dV (Death)

V (B!r!hi

Basic features:

dt
= -(co)-N(t)-^N(t) decreases

-»(X(t)> Increases

Increases
TCJSH

Single-Model RM Bubble goes as
V-XIt

* A i A = 1. Potential Flow model

|RT • I iiyzer (55). RM • Hechl. Alon, Shvarts (94)]

(I)
RT;

Bubble velocity: da(hed*ilmoliilon, full llne«poicntUI flow model



Bubble competition Is described by the potential
flow mode!

n=1

+ •

= const

53
Dtllnterface

Linearizing the equations near the tip

u
7 ODE'S for: z £ , z § , z j , z f

Dynamics of two-bubble cdmpetition
U H -MS-

I
A

B

A. Exponential growth
B. Coexistence
C. Overtake

-0.1

-0.3



Bubble Front Reaches Scale Invariant
Regime, where h I (X) is Constant

t V(t>

A.
. f(rrrr) independent of initial pertubation.

(A.)

Using Single-Mode Velocities and
Merger-Rates Yields Multi-Mode

Scaling

M O.\l\z, A = 1)
2.5,-— 1 , |

, Potential flow
2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0 L — ' 1 1 u

b)(A)/M(Aa1)

r

'1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 0.0 0.5
X1A2 jA(1+A)/2

• Bubble penetration from mean velocity

1.0

RT Bubble Front: \hB-=Q.05Agt



New Power-Law Scaling for the RM
Bubble Front

RM bubble-front penetration

v0.4

Power law - "no gt2,,

• Depends on K0,A,o

Xo- initial mean wavelength

amp,

A0 *

0

p>>P.



MM;- care •

: A

= v

M

The spike front evolution is determined
by the dominant bubble structure at each time

Single-woJd 3pJlt«/fc'|>lJkle.
structure at' hg/fx) a 0.26

J
A <<X-

= > dhs/dt a (us(X)) when hB/(X> s 0.26



RM Spike and Bubble Fronts have
Different Power Laws

0.21) r

0.11)

o.iu •
0.14 F

- . 0.12
•H. 0.10
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6.00 .'

RM spike
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1 1 1
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Experiment Utilizes MocJern Techniques &
" " Criterion

• Linflar«lectø6.r»ofe>r(,lEM)
Variatilo acceleration

DocolorolloM lor "do-mlxlng"

• Laser Induced fluoresence (LIF)
High resolution 2D Imagos

No udgo ollocls

• Particle imaging veloclmetry (PIV)

Moiisuroa tutbiilont onorcjy

• Radiography
Tvrhulunt mix distribution

LEM

Fluid
Cell

Strobed
laser sheet

J Displacement (250 cm) » £liild rjze (10 cm) » Shortest scale (.05 cm))

• Multi-Mode Bubble Front Penetration

RT ~ 0.05Agt 2, RM~ (uot I Xo ) 0 A

Multi-Mode Spike Front Penetration

as(A)Agt2,

RT

. hs - uslnB ' 0.

Model

K_. I

05'
A

Sim '

L 6B 1



New nonlinear model accounts for mode
generation via two-mode coupling and
for mode saturation

Haan's band saturation model is a nonlinear
closure that represents the average effect of ail
higher-order contributions

• One- and two-mode Interaction

au+A-k-xk^ V V W Va&')

(linear) (mode coupling)

• Nonlinear closure (Haan's saturation)

for au i a£al use a !«-«,.• - ^

as an average description of all higher nonlinear contributions.

DJ-fc

Initial mode spectrum: (= 40-80 only

f = 70 (Initial mode) (= 20 (k, - k2 mode) < * 100 (^ + k2 mode)

10-6 _ • i i i .• i i i i i

O 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

h
— . — Hydro — Haan'a description Irom a.

The classical Rayleigh-Taylor case (Read & Youngs)
is a mode-coupling (M.C.) dominated case—new
model predicts both mode generation and satiation

Hydro, - - - NoM.C, Model

ram

101 10* 10" 10' 102

The new model can reasonably predict the
interface structure in late nonlinear

ICFcase (A = 1)

pdr (hydro), Bubble envelope (hydro), Model (fir1)
• 0.4

>»

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
x ( m m )

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x (mm)



Late time 3-D structure of an ICF Hot.-Spot
intei face for a (1=6, cos(4<I>)) 10%
initi; I velocity perturbation

Y60-Y62-Y64+Y66

-3



Late time 3-D structure of an ICF Hot-Spot
Interface for a ( 1=6, random m's) 10%
initial velocity perturbation

T
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Two Laser-Plasma Experiments of
Astrophysical Interest

Guy Dimonte
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



Two laser-plasma experiments of astrophysjcal Interest

Guy Dlmonte

Lawrence Uvermora National Laboratory

/^Phys. Rav. LoM. 67, 1755 (1991)
Rev. Scl. Inst. 63, 6151 (1992)
Phys. Rov. Lolt. 70, 1806 (1993)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 4855 (1995)
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Two laser-plasma experiments of astrophyslcal Interest Ijjjj

Dynamics of exploding plasma In a magnetic field

Model Very High Altitude Nueloar Explosions (VHANE)
Structure and size ot dlamagnotlc cavlly
Comparo with dispersion relation ol lower-hybrid drift Instability
Janus lasor • 100 J In 25 ns

Rlchmyer-Mesh'kov Instability with high Mach - 15 shocks

Radlatlvoly drlvon shocks
Llnoar growth of slnglo modes at high compression
Turbulent growth due to 3D random porturbatlons
Nova laser • 30 kJ In 3 ns



Basic Issues Associated with Exploding Magnetized Plasmas

• What Is plasma containment radius ?

mV 2 B2 4* R
3

b

• Is Ion magnetization Important ?

R.

What Is Instability and dominant
scale of plasma structure ?

g~
2R.

UNCLASSIFIKI)

Scaled laser experiments benchmark key physics [ig
• 400 shots on Janus laser

- Magnetic containment of plasma
- Plasma instability structure
- Multiple bursts

> Constructing "Space Chamber"
- MHD-EMP generation

> Benchmark simulation codes
- Collaborate with D-Divislon

B-dot, rf, ind
Ungmulr probas Oated optloat Imager

MagntHo
Hold colls

UNCLASSIFIED



Plasma structure caused by magnetic field

UNCLASSIFIED

Lab experiments match scaled VHANE parameters

Total plasma energy (J)
Altitude (km)
Number of Ions
Atomic mass
Directed speed-v (107 cm/s)
Magnetic field (Q)
Larmor radius p, (cm)
Bubbl* radius R. (cm)

STARFISH

~1015

400
10 2 8

55
15
0.3

2108

3107

LLNL

~100
—

~210 1 7

6
2-4

2000
1
5

ExDandlno Dlasma.
Many Ions
Light ions
Large magnetic field

= 0kG

B = 3.5 kG

Magnetic compression magnifies small asymmetries :

Instabilities evolve toward longer wavelengths

Magnetic Profile of Expanding Plasma Cavity

Magnetic field (kG)

(d)

1.03 MS

-(c)

0.4 us

2 4 6
Radius (cm)

8 "> 2 4 6

Radius (cm)



Plasma Radius Increases With Classical Bubble Radius
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Plasma radius decroascs weakly with Ion magnellzallon
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Plasma Structure Obtained by Fourier Analyzing \\\
Edge Contour of Optical Plasma Image

1

B.3.Sfcf»

e - i o o j

Dia - 3.2 mm

CH

500 ns

Spectral Amplitude (mm) vs Mode Number (N)

ISOnj 300 ill

10 JO <0 SO 0 10 10 M 40 M 0 10

Linear theory predicts N m a x ~ 500

Nova laser produces strong shocks to investigate
compression, but mainly in weakly nonlinear regime [tig

Shock changes
matorlat

conditions
dlscontlnuously

Strong compression effects exhibited In linear regime

ho

he ( f heff

• Compression makes Ao|| and hCff ambiguous
• Pro- and post-shock parameters are easily

distinguishable on Nova experiments

I S ( I .vss i l - ' l l - . l i



Configuration (or Nova Rjchtmyer-Meshkov Experiments

K :
n

' 150

: too

0 2 4 6 8 10
Time ins)

Ho (2.6 keV)
Bacfclighcer

UNCLASSIFIED

CALE simulations (2-D) reproduce measured
growth of single mode '

I Physkaol Plasma (In pcesill

UNCLASSIFIED
i n a i 4 U



UNU.A .VJ1MI ! . I »

Growth rates from Nova single mode experiments agree with
simulations and models over wide variation In A, k, U, hp

-15

L-10

Experiment vs.
simulations

• Nsvt
OCALE!

it t:
Nontlnair
rtglmi

-12

-at

Moyor-Blowett model
(Llnoar Regime)

1 " 1 l l l l i " " r • i

^-KUA'JtSSL+iifiJ

• y
• / °

• Nova

^.t... i.............
G -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -120

AkUhoftim/ns)
0 -4 -8 -12

Experiment (pm/ns)

> Linear and nonlinear growth rates agree with CALE simulations

• Compression described by average of pro- and post-shock parameters

tlNCLASSIPIKD

Compressible turbulence experiments performed on
Nova with random 3D interfacial perturbations

3D random Initial perturbations

I PBL 7*. 4855 (1995) |-

Mix width follows power law

120

100 [ h~{USt)t>

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Tlmo (na)

Experimental limitations

— Large Initial amplitude required because experiment duration Is short
— Feature size not discernable with radiography

t NCI.ASSIKIKI)

Summary

• Dynamics of exploding plasmas (Janus laser)

Maximum radius-( E k / B2 ) Insensitive lo Ion magnetization
Magnetic structure measured with Faraday rotation
Observed wavelengths larger than most unstable lower hybrid drllt modes

' Instability nonlinear • many e-foldlngs during stagnation '

• Rlchtmyer-Meshkov Instability with high Mach shocks (Nova laser)

Single modes obey Moyor-Blowott
model lor A < 0

3D random modes obey power I

dt -A-kU

P~ 0.6 ±0.1
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ABSTRACT

We consider the production of electron-positron pain by the interaction of
rehiivlstlc superthermal electrons generated by ultra-Intense laser pulses with high-Z
material. We discuss the laser and target parameters required In order to optimize the pair

-production rate. We explore the regime when the pain. If sufficiently confined, can start to
exponentiate in number and the feasibility of ultimately achieving a pair-dominated plasma:
a plasma in which the pairs outnumber the target background electrons.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk. 52.35.Nx. 52.6O.+h

The pending development of ultra-Intense laser pulses will allow the study of new
regimes of laser-matter interaction1. Experiments are now being designed2 which will
eventually lead to laser intensities such that IXji2 > 10** W nmJ/cm2 . Here I Is laser
Intensity and X|i the wavelength In microns. At such intensities the electron jitter velocity in
the laser electric field becomes relativlstlc: pp/mc > 1 where p 0 is jitter momentum, m is
electron rest mass, and e Is light speed, when such lasers interact with an overdense
plasma it is known to produce telMlvlstlc superthermal elections. Numerical simulations
with the Partlcle-In-Cell (PIC) codes3 show that as much as half of the absorbed laser
energy goes into superthermal electrons whose characteristic kinetic energy Ehot is roughly
given by:

Ehoi - ( d + l y / W " 1 0 ' 8 ) " 2 • I) me2 (1)
Hence Ehoi > me2 for I X J I 2 > 4 X 1 0 1 8 . In addition extremely intense magnetic fields with
B up to 250 MO are observed to form in the overdense plasma. Such strong fields help to
confine the superthermal electrons In the lateral directions. For even higher Rfi2 we expect
Ehot to exceed the pair production threshold. It Is the purpose of this letter to explore the
physics of this regime and consider the prospects of creating a copious pair source and
ultimately a pair-dominated plasma in the laboratory, la which the pair density outnumbers
the background electron density.

Nonlhermal electron-positron plasmas are known to be abundant In many
astrophyslcal environments from pulsars to quasars. In the last few yean discoveries of
intense broadened 511 keV annihilation features lasting from days to weeks from several
Galactic black hole candidates4 in our own Galaxy suggest that steady state thermal pair
plasmas also exist. Since pain annihilate on very short time scales, to maintain a steady
state plasma over such long times the pairs need to be created prolifically to balance the
annihilation rate. Such thermal plasmas represent a new state of matter with unique
thermodynamic and radiative properties drastically different from ordinary plasmas*. If we
define "compactness"3 roughly asthe total plasma beating rate divided by Its physical size,
then for high compactness the pairs are primarily created by gamma ray (photon-photon)

collisions. For low compactness cases the pairs are primarily created by charged particle
(lepton-ion) interactions whose cross section goes up as the square of z , the ion nuclear
charge. Whereas in the astrophysical contexts we are often dealing with the high
compactness case1, in the laboratory simple esttmates show that we will always be dealing
with the low compactness case even for micron size laser spots. Hence in the following we
will concentrate on pair production with high Z targets (e.g. Au, Za79). For low
compactness and a confined thermal plasma, Bisnovaty-Kogan, Zeldovlch and Sunyaev

- (BKZS)* first show that there exists a fundamental limiting temperature above which there
is no pair equilibrium since the pair production rate will always exceed the annihilation rate.
This limiting lemperature was found to be about 20 me1 for pure hydrogen. For high Z or
high B plasma7 It Is expected to be lower but above the pair production threshold of 2mc2.
If we use Eq. 1 as a measure of the superthermal electron temperature we find that formally,
above a laser Intensity of - lO^W/cm1* the supenhermal temperature would exceed the
BKZS limit. In reality the BKZS limit does not apply due to the short duration of a laser
pulse since it assumes a steady state. What all these mean Is that above a certain laser

-intensity Jjair processes must become important. We need to perform a time-dependent
kinetic calculation to estimate the correct pair density development.

Consider a situation In which a significant fraction of the superthermal electrons and
pairs are confined and reaccelerated to relaUvtstie energies according to Eq.l. In practice
this can be accomplished by using a double-sided laser Iflumination so that the superthermal
electrons and pairs are confined by the laser ponderaxttive pressure In the front and back
and by the strong magnetic fields on the side. In the limit of low annihilation rates the pair
density grows according to:

nf (2)

where the first term is the lepton-ion pair production rate, the second term the lepton-lepton
pair production rate, the third term Icplon-photon pair production rate, the fourth term the
photon-photon pair production rate and the fifth term .the photon-Ion pair production rate
(here photons include bremsstrahlung and Compton upscaltered gamma rays). We have
estimated in detail the relative magnitudes of the five terms In Eq.2, It turns out that for
typical laser target environments the first term is by far the dominant term, at least until the
pair density starts to dominate the ion density. Hence In the pair deficient regime Eq.2
reduces to:

n+ . n t | = (n+ + n.)<n|fvae| (3)

where Oi is Ion density, n .» n++Zni is total electron density, v Is relative velocity between
ions and teptons and o«i is cross-section for pair creation In the Ion rest frame. The bracket
deontes averaging over the normalized tepton distribution-function f. At lepton energies
much above threshold the cross section assumes the form8

a e |= \AxlO-1°2?i\nDi (4)

where if Is the lepton Lorentz factor. Eq. 3 can be integrated to give the pair growth rate:

n + n Zni lexptrt)-11/2 (5)

where the pair growth rate f Is given by the integral:



2 n | c / d Y 0 e i f ( l - r 2 ) " 2 (6)

As we will see below, f Is of the order of 0.1(nAU)/ns where n^u Is the gold atomic
density In units of normal solid density of 6x 1022 ions/cm3, for laser intensity exceeding n
few times lOWw.cnr*.

Using the PIC codes we have run a number of 2-sided illumination of Au targets
for various laser intensities. Flg.l shows the superthermal electron distributions for
sample cues generated by such 2-slded laser heating. Using the superthennal electron
distribution f generated by these PIC simulations in Eq.6 we find the pair growth rate as a
function of the laser Intensity. This Is plotted in Flg.2. As we anticipated, I* rises with
laser intensity rapidly near threshold. But above a laser Intensity of a few times I01 9

W/cm2, r Increases only slowly with laser intensity due to tho log dependence of the cross-
section. An Important Implication of this result is that for a laser of given total energy, to
optimize the pair production one should make the laser pulse as long as possible provided
tEelntensity stays above - I02 0 W/cra2. A collorary Is that the smaller the laser spot size
the better. From Flg.2 we see that for a ifpOW/cm2 laser lasting 10 ps (such as that
proposed for the faster Ignltor at IXNL), Ft - 2x10-3 and the pair density can In principle
reach - 0.1% of the target electron density. Since T is linearly proportional to ni one
obvious way to increase the pair creation rate is to precompress the target to densities much
higher than solid density (e.g. with another laser) prior to hitting it with the high intensity
laser.

Another relevant issue is the maximum number of pain one can hope to achieve for
a given laser pulse energy and whether we can ever reach a pair-dominated state, as In the
case of BKZS*. Assuming that a typical pair carries a total (rest plus kinetic) energy of -
4mc2, we find that a Id of laser energy, if 50% converted to superthermals and then a
fraction p of that'eonverted to pairs, will give rise to a total of pxlO14 pain. This is to be
compared to the total number of Au ions in a 10 Jim diameter target spot of l|im thickness
a Sx 10'2 and the total number of background electrons • 4xlO14. Hence to reach a truly
pair-dominated state we will need a laser energy of more than a kJ, independent of pulse
duration and target density.

In addition to the confinement and reacceleratlon of the superthermal electrons and
secondary pairs, we also need to consider their radiative cooling. These Include
bremsstranlung and synchrotron cooling. If these are much shorter than the laser pulse
then the above discussions on pair density evolution needs to be amended. For a typical
field of a few hundred megagauss and Lorcntz factor of 10, we find that the synchrotron
cooling time9 Is - 1 0 ns, whereas the bremsstrablung cooling time9 is - ns. Hence they are
longer than the laser pulse if we are dealing with sub-ns pulse. But If we eventually go to a
much longer laser pulse scheme then the radiative losses must be Included in estimating the
pair production. In any case we find that the energy loss by the superthermals to
bremsstrahlung will always be at least a factor of 10 or more larger than the loss to pair
production. Hence the factor p in the above paragraph will always be less than O.I.
However, at sufflcently high compactness (large photon density) some of the
bremsstrahlung gamma rays will be reconverted back to pairs via gamma-gamma
collisions. Accurate estimates can only be calculated via detailed numericafsimulations.

How does one diagnose the pain and superthermals? The direct method is to
measure the prompt bremsstrahlung and annihilation gamma ray fluxes and spectra.
However, many of the pairs will escape from the production region and annihilate in the
surroundings (e.g. target chamber walls), likely after the laser pulse is over. Hence to
estimate the total number of pairs produced we need to Integrate the total 311 keV flux over

durations comparable to positron flight times to the target chamber walls. On the other
hand, the prompt brenustrahlung gamma rays from the superthermals 'provide diagnostic.1;
about the superthermal flux and energies during the laser irradiation. Hence together they
will serve to calibrate the above estimates of the pair production efficiency.

In summary, we expect that the next generation of ultra-intense lasers such as the
one under development for the fast ignitbr at LLNL, will be able to generate significant
density of pairs under optimal conditions. A lOps. IO2oW.cnr2 laser hitting solid-density
gold foils on both sides can in principle produce peak pair density of the order of 10"3 of
the target eiecctron density. To go much beyond that we need to either consider much
more powerful lasers with longer pulses, or precompressed targets with much higher than
solid density or both.

We thank M. Tabalc, W. Kruer. R. More and J. Woodworth for valuable
discussions. This work is performed under the auspices of the US DOE by the Lawrence
Llvermbre National Laboratory under contract W-74O5-ENG-48. EPL U also supported in
part by NASA NAG 5-1547.
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ABSTRACT

Thjj report jurtunnrizes the results of t-dirnensioruU numerical simulations or the
interaction of NOVA laser target blowoffe with tow density foams. Such experiments
are exphred to see if they c«n simulate sorao aspects of the interaction of supernova
<SN)1937A with circumstellar maltet (CSM) and the anticipated x-ray emission* when
the supernova shock wave reache* the high density ctrcumstellar ring wound the year
2600. Weiocw on (*) the roost important astrophysics issues thai maybe addressed with
such NOVA experiments; (b) the optimal experimental design parameters.

INTRODUCTION AND ASTROPHYSICS BACKGROUND

Tbe sunpernova SN198TA was one of the most spectacular and important
asuonomieal events of this century (see Chevalier 1992, McOay 1993 for reviews). Ala
dijuwceof55VpclnUicLirjeMajcllanicclo«(l,aJ«tellitcofourownMilky Way, at
was the nearest, and brightest iup<rnov& in. modem time*, In addition, it» progenitor star
htdthe uouiual property of going through both a. red ana blue lupergjaolphase before tbe
final explosion, creating a mululayeitd circuiratellar environment for the supernova
tjecta to interact with. The earlier red iufcigjtni progenitor h«d a slow, higher (tensity
stellar wind while the later blue soperglanl bid t taster, tower density stellar wind (see.
e.g. Chevalier and Liangl9S9). The interaction of (he fan wind witb the slow wind
created a cocoon of high density shell, which 1$ conjectured to have a. peanut or
hourglass stupe (Fig.ta. see Luo and McCray 1991. Panigia et al 1991, Wang and
Muzali (992). When this ptamu-sbaped cocoon wax lit up by (he light of the supernova
iiself.« was observed as a spectacular triple ring system by the Hubble Space Telescope
(Fig.lb). The middle: ring of the three rings likely defines the "neck* of the cocoon which
is the part of the high density shell closest to the supernova. Bised on current estimates
of the SN shock wave velocity the forward shock should impel Ihli equatorial Ugh
density ting sometime near the year 2000. At thst point ft will drive a shock into tlie
high density material, resulting in strong x-ray and other frequency emissions for the next
twenty years or more (Loo and McCray 1991, Suzuki el a! 1993). Tha anticipated x-iay
luminosity of -JO38 etgft, even at« dhlanctof 55 tpc. ihould be easily detectable by the
next generation of x-ray satellites, such as. the NASA AXAF observatory to be launched

There are however several important uncertainties with the predicted scenario.
One is tbe density of the blue wperjiint wind {BS W) and of rHe equatorial high density
ring (HDR). They wilt affect ibo arrival lime of the SN jboefc wave snd the resultant
evolution and K-my eminivtty of the shocked ring material. Tbo other is tha effective
thermal conductivity ( e x U i n [ and Cfccvtlier 1984. Band 1988) of die circumstellar
mitcer (CSM), which will {ready affect tbe strength and structure of Uis jhoek wave and
the density and temperature of the post-shock material. The third is the possible effects of
hydrodynamic iDstubiliflsf mi their growth nuei (e.g. Chevalier tad Blortdia 1995).
These arejorae of tnaonosrtainttesttw effects of which v "
laser target experbneau.

n we hope Id ixfdresit with NOVA

The idea is to use laser target btowoff material (rarefaction wave) to simulate the
SN ejecta. and foam layers of different densities to timulftte the BSW «rul HI>R. Ol
course most physical patatneten such as (he distance and time scales, densities and
pressures of the laboratory experiments wilt be many orders of magnitude different from
those of SN 198? A (cf. Sec.3). Tbe key question is: is. tfiere any relevant parameter of the
two phenomena which may have similar values. As we will demonstrate below, it turns
out that the velocities ami temperature* of the two cases con be quite similar. These are
Ihe similarities that we plan to exploit, and hope to learn something relevent to tbe actual
astronomicat scenario* with NOVA experiments.

We first briefly review tbe physks of SN interactions with its. CSM. To highlight
tbe basic physics of such interactions we first igrtor the 2-and 3-dirninxional niture of the
SN ejecta and its CSM w d ideallte then as l-dunensionil spherical shells. Based on the
wrnlu. of Chevalier (1982), Dickel and Jones (198J). Liang and Chevalier (1984) and
Band and Liang (t93B>, the evolution of the interaction zone of the SN ejecta with the
low density BSW can be approximated by self-simitar solutions. Tbe oontactsurface is
sandwiched between a forward shock propagating into the BSW material and a reverse
shock propagating into the SN ejecta (Fig.2). In the adiabatic limit (tent thermal
conductivity) the density peaks at the two shock fronts and goes lo zero at the contact
surface, where the temperature profile has a sharp narrow spifeo. THh whole interaction
zone moves outward at the same rate as the expansion of the SN eiecta, Tbo shocked
ejects layer is Raytagh-Taylogr (R.T) unstable since the pressure and! density gradients ate
pointing in opposite directions (Chovalic* and Blondin 1995).

The adiabatic assumption is teually made in SN shock* since we know little about
ftstrapliysLcaJ thermal conductivity or ibe Interstellar magnetic field; topology. If, on the
othec hand, we assume ns In laboratory laser plasmas that flux-limited Spittrr
conductivity (Spitia 1967. Max 19S2, Fechnerelol 1984) applies, then the SN-CSM
interaction tone ux«s. on a raihor different structure (Uang and Chevalier 1984, Band
198S>. The efficient thermal conduction makes the interaction zone close to be
isothermal ac all times. The shock interaction region then .consists of only > single
density plateau sandwiched belnvcn the forward and reverse (hocks. (Fi.g.2). The profile
is nartower and manifestly RT stabte at ill times. The shocks also propagate faster in
this c u e due to thermal wave preheat. These differences potentially lead to- nihei
different x-ray emission temperatures and profiles and arrival times at the HDR. •

Based on the adiabslic simulations, the forward shock in the BSW is expected to
reach (he HDR aronad 1999 to 2002 (Uio »nd McCray 199], Suzuki et «1 1993). at
which point the equatorial section of the front will drive & slower shock in tbe HDR.
while the rut of tbe shock front in tbe BSW will continue to propagate at higher speed,
gradoitely wiping around the HDR and eventually evaporating it. These results arc
suggested by 2-dlm-;nsiarul numerical simulations (Fjgi , SuzuJd et *1 1993). While
such 2-dimensionil details will be Important. In later phase studies many of l i e critical
questions can still be addressed in the context of 1-dlm WJional models. Moreover, since
the sac of the HDR is small compared to thecurvuure of the SN shock, to first order we
can ignor the spherical divergence of the SN eject* And approximate (he interaction with
r>J«tarSN ejecta and C S M J . Hence wo will fine explore I •dimensional plane geometric
laser experiment!.

Since it is obviously imposiibtt to reproduce the density and pressure of the SN
tjccla. or CSM (<IO (
laboraioty lise« «xperi
the shock achievHbte in the tnser experiments. Osing standard I
(-lOKvyxnr^wefitutihatUiieasytoachleverjlowoffveloclties- WPfcm/s w h e n c e
density rarefies to - mflcnfi, a density that can be almost matched to the lowtu density
fbirns. The above velocity Is only • factor of -10 below that of tbe res! SN forward
shock velocity f~IO*l:m/s). Since in the SN case the density jump between the BSvV and
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ihe HDR is -103 the velocity drop from the BSW to the* HDR is - 30. resulting in a shock
in die HOR of only -few x K^krn/s and a. temperature o f - IceV. To achieve a similar
shock velocity 3»i temperature wa therefore propose the use of two- foam, fayecs with a
density jump of 10, so that Ihe velocity drop is only - 3 . to the numerical simulation*
reported below, we will assume Cm the low dentsty (LD) foam layer representing the
BS W h « a density of 1-5 mg/cm3 and the high density (HO) foam layer representing (he
HDR hasadensiryof 10-50 mg/cm3.

5. PHYSICS Or LASER TARGET BLCWOFF INTERACTION WITH STANDOFF
POAM LAYERS.

layer outward temperature rises quickly to » constant asymptotic value vis thennsil
conduction and the (planar) biotvoff is adequately represented by an isothermal
Xiafaclion ware with linear velocity and: exponential density profiles, toward from the
critical density .lurface tho density uses rapidly to solid density and temperature drops off
quickly. The thermal diffusion front eventually drives a weak sheet wave into the target
whose momentum is balanced by that of the btowaff. la tie isothermal limit the
asymptotic blowoff at distance z Is well described by a sctf-similar solution (e.g.
Sciimatz 1935):

(1)(1)
when: c( is the isothermal ioundl speed and pa is an initial value sorwwherc between the
critical density and quarter critical density. When the leading edge of this blawoff hits
the iaw-density (LD) foam ai a fixed iUndoff distance (the gap » needed for the laser
beams to get in. without prchejsliag the foam layers), it generate* a forward shock into the
U> roam mi. a reverse shock to the blowoff nutcruU. Xhn srrengti of (be shocks depend
on the velocity and density cf the btotvoff reaching the sciutdon distance. According to
&).( ]) we i te etui the higher c, wiJ p0 the better. From (he literature (e.g. Max 1.982) we
have .

where2ii tneitn atomic number, A Is cneno rtouaic weight {fJZ-2 for most materials),
J»»t/(10wW.em-3J and Aji is laser tvavsJenstli in mlcroni. Hence the MgJwr the laser
Intensity the belter. Bute, and pa have oppwite <kpendiates on I L W wivejength. It
turns out that the sound speed p!»yt a more dominant cole tbta tA« critic*! dentil)- since it
itw in the exponent, and numeric*] limoIiliooJ confirm chat hngt.r lastr wavelength
indttd tentraiti strongershocks in the foam layers.

tqs (I) nod (2) show that far NOVA, laser pulsfr duntioiM, wavelengths and
intrnsiiiij aod realistic standoff diiUaeet, to gel« goo<t dcosinr matcb we need (o use
foanu In the mgi'cc range for the LD layer, One. of the goal* of our simulation is to see
the tCfoca of vuying the foam deutiliy. Anotter £oal ix to see the effocti of varyiog ihe
tlMim.-tl coaduciiviiy. Id practice the thefmaf conductivi^ miy he varied by doping
«nth higbZ material, or applying stroitg transverse magnetic fields.

3. COMPASSION OF SNI987A ANB NOVA EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS

to Table I we compare the physical ptmnxten of SNN87A. with thnl of the
pivpoitd NOVA experiments to jJlostnta toe drastic differences cf the scales. We see
that the only amilwity Us in the. ibock velocity and temperature of the-HD foam. Noie

also ihat in both cases the coulomb mew fee paths « e » t i c interaction region size but
the cyclotron, radius is « t h e interaction, region size.

Table J.

Distance to IIO ring/foam "
Shock aniviltinjtai HDrinR/Toam
Dtnaiiy of prcshocJcBSW/LD fosm
Density of prtshoci. HD ring /foam
Pressure in sJiociedasWjl.Dfoim
Pressure in sliocked HD ring/fown
B-fietd-
Electron eyc!otiom»ditis ,
CwilombtDcanfreopithinftDriog/foam
Coulomb mfp/iateractian ioac tixc
Shccfc velocity in BSWLD foam
Shociveloctrj-inHDrint/foam
Shodcefccccoaten)pe«tt)r«.j(iBSW/LDfo»m
Shock etectron temperature, in HDiing/fosm

SN1987A
6xl017ctn
12-15 yr

-10 atoms/be
-lO^ataou/cc
-lO^wg/cc ,
-IO-*era/cc

-10* e n
-I^xl01 8cni
-10 *
-fiOOOhnft
-MCMOOfcm's

$

NOVA experiments
(mm
1.2-1 Svu -»v
] -5mgfcc

J,0-50«gfcc

-10tserj|/oe
1CMG

0.7*1 keV

4Jem ^

-500to/s
-150-300^0/*
2-3 kcV
0.6-"2teV

4. ^D^MENSIONAL^rUMERICALSIMUiATION RESULTS

We hive performed: a. large nwnbec of t-dimcmkmr' 'jiaae geometry) numerical
atjoaj tvith LASNEX to explore the. intenctio&s ot im-et target blon«fft with

different density foitnu »t a standoff distance realistic fat auual laser experiments. The
i&mple icsults reported here comp&re the runs of (a) lmgfcc LD plus lOragfcc KD foam
densities versus 5 mj/cc LD plus S/Omg/cc HD foam densities; (6) thermal conductivity
on vcftui eff <atU»bJtic); (c) 2ta& (fircen) versiu 3« 0 (bloc) laser light. Except for the
above differences, the assumptions and parameter settioES foe everything else are the.
same (oral! tuns am) ircsonunarizedhcre:
UTbelasu inteosity is assuiued to be ID14 W.cnv1 normal incidence, all aoiorbed Uthe
critictl jurfaoe; The tuer is left on for the duration at tbe entire iua (-3-3.6 as).
2) Tie LD foam is located at 0.05 cm from the Isstr UigtL lu thiefcoeu is taken to be
0.06 era to ibe low < lmg/cc) density runs and 0.05 cm ia too high (Jmg/cc) deruity runs.
3) The HD foam lying bcyond> ibe tow density foam is taken to be ten times denser than
the LD foam and its tScltiew is M to-be 0.09 cm.
<S) Botb the laset target u d the fonns are uramed to be 50% C and 50% H in
compOJitioa; thetatKctis asmraed to be at solid <J«aity (l.rgm/cm3>initi«Hy.
5) Artificial lineir and quxdntic viioosities are turned on to their default values to
control any oumcrical riojjng fiorn shock intencrions.
6) When thermal conductivity It on, the (lux limiter parameter f Es always set equal to
0.03 as is cuiioinuy tn lasertarset calculations.

Tbe initial geometry setup cf ihe numerical ram it SUustnred 2a Hg.4. We now
summarize the results of the different ruos.
A. Benchmiufc runr 2»Q laser light conduction cm. taw foam densities <1 mg/ccLD plus
]0mg/celfDfoims,):

FigJ gives the density profilr. snapshott it sample tunes. At 1 na tbe forward
sttoclc in tbe LD foatn hat not yet reached tbe HD foam boundary, and the interaction
region bounded by the forward and tcvttse shocks in tbe LD foam taa a standard
"plateau" structure similar to die conductive SN ittns made by Liang and Chevalier (1984.
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. _.»!*produces»forwarishockJ
reflected shoe): In lha LD foam, (lea 0.3. profile *t I.S ns). Bveotustly, however, the

. reflected and reverse iliockc merge into x tingle reflected shock In (be- blowoff material.
There Is no evidence of any "reverberation" of the reflected shock between the reverse
shock and the forward shock as claimed by too et al (I9W).

Fig.6 gives tho pressure profile snapshots at various (lccies. Tfic development of
(he forward and reflected shocks when (he HD foam is first hit and tho subsequent,
rnergfrc of (lie reflected and reverie shocks are more clearly Illustrated In this picture.
Hg.7 gives (he velocity profile snapshots and fig.8 gives the brcrnsstrahlung ermssivlty
profile (MI2T1'Z) snapshots. 'Note that the hitter profile broadens with time as (he fhock
advances. Note also that sine* the abova eraissitivlty function is dominated by (he
density peak and not (he tempetature, (his profile need not represent the picture teen by x-
ray detectors of a narrow bind pus. Fig.9 jives a. sample temperature profilo at (a3.0ns.
Tbs temperature ll in Act quite low near (he forward shock wltere density peaks and rises,
slowly to a plateau of 2.8 kcV only new die rear of the density profile. Hcnca (tie
spcetro ra of x-ray emtsslvity it very soft at the shock ftont and; gels harder only near Hie
comici surface Fig.10 .gives the transverse optically thin x-ray intensity spectrum just to
(lie led of the density peak at 1=3 m. We see that even though, lite spectrum above -2
ktV is close to that of thermal brcmssuahlung, al tower frequencies It is still dominated
by the bound-bound and bound-free opacities of carbon. Doping (he foam with higher Z
(racers will be very useful in mapping (lie density and temperature profiles or the stioelc
interaction region.

Hove also Tram the pressure and density profiles thai since both of their gradients
point in the same direction! theihocfc interaction regions are RT stable, thanks to the
effeeti; of thermal conduction. At 3 ns the shock, has rescued (he outer edge of our HD
foam at 0.2cm.

8. High density rum (be densities of both (he LD and HD foams are 5 times higher than
in A, all other puametcri remain (he same aijn A; conduction Is turned on.

Fig.J1-14 give the density, pressure, velocity and temperature profile snapshots.
Note that the, shocks ate now propagating much more slowly than in case A. Il does not
/each, (he LD-HD foam Interface until 1.5 ns. Even before cite shocks teach (ha HD foam,
the density profile is sharply forward, peaked, unlike the Xlat plateau of (he lower density
ivn. When tho thocfc hits tho HD foam, it generates a very (harp forward density peak.
This peak also propagates much more slowly than in the lower density case. The
reflected shock also propagates more (lowly. Il has. not y« caught up with (be reverse
ilwcJt by (he end of toe ran Jl 3.6ns. Holealso that the density jump at the forward shock
reaches a factor of -50, much higher than trie factor of -3 reached in case A. Fir. 15
show.; tho late-time bremssttahiuag emiisivity profiles which toe* the density profiles.
Tbey nre much narrower than (hose in case A. These itsulls suggest (tint the width, and
amplitude of (lie r.-«ay emission profile may serve as a diagnostic of the density of the
fam/andby analogy, tiiedcnslrv of (]ttCSM»i<ow)d;SNl987A.

fa Fig.lGwecomrisreUrofonvacdjhocIt trajectories of oucA versus cast B after
' ihn shock penetrates (he- HD foam. We sec that A pronigales much faster (ban D. In
Fig.l7,wcooinpsreth5rorward^ockpenJ:d«isityort«s«AvemiscaseB. V/escethat
Bis shocJccdto much higher-density thin A. Fcoxn tfce velocity pr«niei.of runs AandB
we see thai the late time thock velocity enplittcdes in (lie HD foam are Jn the range of
15CM00 bnfs, similar (0 those'expected whea SNI9&7A b'ts the bi'sh density rwg.

C. Adiataric nin: condudiyity It set equal to 0; all other parameters remain the same as In
A. >

to
C33

Ftg.lS-21 givetbedsnsity, pwssura, velocity and temneraturo prcfiloinflpthots of tho
shock Interaction regions,- Koto tint befoto tlia forward ihodc hits tho HD foam ( « 1 . 3
ns), the interaction tegZon tea iho clantcat double density peak ttmctara witii«tbarp
tcmpcinture-nplko lit the contact aurfaoe, well knowa In •dlitbatic SN tuns (cf. Hg.2j.

. Despite the differences between our laser blowofT and SN ejects cases (exponential
instead of, power-law density profile, u d plaae instead of spherical geomeuy). the shock
interaction *trucWr«s in both cases are almost identical In the idiabatlc limit. This gives
us some confident* Uitl (ho laser experiments can reproduce some of the Important
OJJJCCU of thcSN kitetKctiont with thaCSM.

After the shock hits tha LD-HD foam Interface, It generates a forward shock into
the HD foam and a reflected shock In the U> foam which propagates toward (lie hlowoff-
L.D fo>m contact mrfaw. This reflected, shock. Interacts with the contact surface and at
late times produces a sharp <knsity tpike situated between Iho forward stack and the
con ltd surface. HJence we see (hat lite density it higfiert not at (ktforvrordor T/tfltcled
shock bat atsgmcwhtrt in between. The ovtrsll density profile is cleuly nmrowcr than
(lie conductive case. Whether the density peak here i« caused by the levcroetalion effect
discustied by Luo cc at (1994) rcmilcu to be seen. FJg.22 %\ves <he thermal
biemssttahlune orrdssivity profile snapshots. Again It tracts mainly the density proniu.
The sharp tc/nperaWre jpjee at the tarset blt>woff-lX> foam contict surface does sol lead
to much x-ray emission since It coincides with a density dip- Mote also tint al all limes
(he pressure and density gradients point in opposite directions In at least part of the
forward shock interaction region, suggesting that it is RT unstable, similar to iho
adiahstlcSN cases.

D. 3a\, run: laser frequency set equal to 3tdo; all other parameters remain ttte same as In
A.

In. Fig.73-26' we compare the density, pressure, velocity and temperature profiles
of the ?.<H(, versus 3(0aiTirts at Ins, just before the shock xewhes the LXMiD foam
interface. By tnicgratins (he density x velocity profile we find chit in the. 3a)0 case (he
blowoff delivers (o (he foams: only about 60% of (he shock momentum of the 2c0o case.
Hence from the poatt of view of generating the stronger shock, a 2av> laser is definitely
belter than (he 3d>0 laser.

' 5. PROPOSED NOVA EXPERIMENTS

Based on the result* of above numerical fimuEatlonr,. wo propose a series of
NOVA experiments 'using 5 NOVA 2o>a beams of 0.7 (cratvjttt each incident at 50° from
norms] and 1 foam atindolf distance of 0.5mm. Based en the<fctigncalral»tionj by Gail
(Jlendjcuiing (he 5 be»ms should, bo able to avoid tho foanu and produce an average
projected tnteostcy «f 10'4 W^itr2 tasting about J.S its. The footprint of (lie 5 beams is
reproduced in Hg.27. The circular region hata diimctci; of 0.15cm wliidi should deliver
a pUne target blowoff covering an effective area of at least O.I an diantcter. Even
though, the User intensity In (be footprint, appears qotte mmuniCbrm over the circulox
tegioji.bascdi on past experience (he resultant btoweff should quickly hontogenize itself >

••' For tbo Tint cxpeijmerat we Euoald start wth (tie Umat density foiun available
slnco lower density should lead la higher shock velocity and tampenturc, end slttdy the
effects of incteostng foam density in later, shots. To smsltte (lie irarjatfon from (be BSW
to the HDR in SN1987A wo iugecst using «. densily jump of a factor of 10 between the
LD and HD tbuns. B ut the thkJrness of (ho LD foam, depends on tltefoam density. For
ati LD foam densily of -ltng/cx; a OiicknesJ of C.ftnm is recommended but if the LD
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Toam density goes <i high u 2mr/cc iti (hJckneu sboutd be reduced to 0.3mm or even
less, ibc* iba shock speed rtrcn.uci with increasing density. We tboutd try to observe
I he propagation of the stock profile la bach x-ray emission and absorption. In particular,
lime-and sptce-resolved x-fsy spectra) measurement! will be useful in studying the
tvoloton of the output x-ray spectrum as. * {unction ofine foaai densities. The me of
liser probe bums and Wgh-Z tracers ia (be foam should *1K> be considered.

Once the above Denchtnsrfc. experiments prove succeijfuj. we ihoutd consider
follow-up experiments aimed at (a) studying the effects of reduced thermal conductivity,
(b) 2-dimensiottft! effects. Two methods of inhibiting ibe pUsma thermal oooduetivity
itwdld be explored: (a) doping too target and fo«ra materials with bis)) Z atoms (since
Spiesr resistivity joea up at 2) and (bj application of traasveiK m»|iKtle fletdt. In
ordw to freeze tns cxceisil mtsoetlc flux \tn& tho btowofl and founi wa suy explore
ptebeatfng the material* to loaSlni tempenitnea for looieciouth M that iba iicldt can
ftlly ditfiuc lacs Oie pl«jtn» beforetbs blovaffbegins. To ituay 2-dlmeoiioma effect!
wt may Cm By various rod or rinj abipcd HO foam geometric* to timulata the HD ring

EX- gmefully acfaiowledgea Cbe hospitality and support of X-DIviion, ULNL for
fhU work. Etc aba tbadct Rich Loodoo. Brace Remiagtoa and John Castor for valuable
diicualott. Tte LASNEX jgencraior deck* u s adapnd from Jnpm.dccfci jrovided by
Ricb Loniton.
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Fig.1 (OArti«cot^n«c>o of the r<riut-jhjq)edcecoco of low ocitsttyBSW surrounded
hvarujhd<™ity«b«UrbniKdbydxjJnter»ctk«(rftb3BSWwajtboRSW. The eject a
of 5N19S7A » reptesented by Ihe cential spbere: (b) triple ring ayitem obterved by the
NTT compared with a simutited image of the tings, which are formed by limb
brirttieninf when the cocoon of (i) 1* viewed at 43* from the symmetry axil {from Wang
andMartati 1992).

Rg.2 Sample density and tempcitixt profiles of Ilic interaction zone between the SN
ejtctaandlbeCSM. NCdenoceaiheadltbi4K<aaaa«ICoV3ioteat&*eon4»ctiaf case
wtthftDC-limiied Spitrtr thermal conduction (frowtiragtad Chevalier 19S4}.

fig.3 2-diocnisonal numerics! tlinulation of tie SNI9S7A shock interactiaD witb ihc
cqaauxial high density ring (from Suzuxl et il 1993).

Fig.4 Sketch of the initial jeonv»ryoft!ve>«(erurt«taa<t cbe foam layers.
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Rg.6 Pitsmrcprofilesnt[rtlwi*orthebetichmiAnnL

F3g,7 Velodty profile snapthod of ibebeBchmatfcna.

Fig.B B remsstrahtiiGg emjsilvlty profile snapshots of tbebeochmark tm.

Fig.9 Teraperature profile of Ihe. benebmuie run at 3.1 m.

Rg,10 Tna»v«Kc x-ray flux speemtro near ibe denilty peak at 3 n* for the benchmark
run,
Figs.11 -13 Density, prcuure, velocity, tcnperatoic andbtcmsstrabluog emissivity profile
mipihoa. of ihe high foam denitry run (case BX

F3|.I6 Compuison of the forward ihotktnjccwtiei after the shock hits theHD foam
berVeea <a) case A and (b) caso B

F]|.17 Companion of the peak shock density ai a fuectiog of time after the stock hill
thflHD faun between (a) catc A aod(b)ca«oB.

Fip.18-22 Density, prusote, velocity, temperatufe and bremsswahlirag emisiivity
p to file snjjpsbota of tbe adlabatlc nm (case Q.

Figi.33-36 CennparUonoruVAtatity. pressure, velodty and lempcratnrc profiles at Ins
between the bcnchmixfc 2a>o aitdAe3oaanmi<cai»D).
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t Combined footprinu of S MOVA beams incident al 50° from normal (from
Gkndinninf 1995).
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Results from a Recent Shock Wave
Experiment on Trident

Gottfried Schappert
Los Alamos National Laboratory



Results from a recent Shock Wave ICvpi'i'imcnl on 1 rulcnl

i.e.

the Vislininc lustabiliiy

(inttfricd T. Sclisiiipurt . Robert I). I•"1111<>r 1 mill David M. Ofo

\

Blast Wave in 5 torr Helium

r.ni



Blast Wave in .5 torr Xenon (C05)

'i

320

300

d05 Fit, a +b (I - t ) A 2/S

ISO 200

Time (ns)
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The Growth of Linear Perturbations of Adiabatic Shock
Waves

i' D. Ryu and E. Vishniac. The Asttphysicsal Journal, 313: 820-841, Feb. 1987

The Perturbed radius of a spherical wave is

The growth rates S for various values of / are: .
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7: the njtio of specific heats c p /c v

In statistical mechanics 7 = (degrees of freedom + 2) / (degrees or freedom )

Xe: 7 = 5 / 3

N2 ,7=7/5-9/7

For non-Ideal gases, under conditions of dissociation, excitation and ionization
the blast wave model uses the relationship between pressure, energy density,
and density

P = ( 7 - l ) B p
which we can get from equation of state tables,

Helium, 4-425 torr, corr. for eO

0.01 o.io LOO 10.00 100.0010'io.oaooo 1.00
eV

Xenon, 4-300 torr, corr. for eO

0.01 o.io i.oo 10.00 IOO.OO looo.oaooo' oo
eV



Top View of Layout for Trident Blast Wave Experiment

LASNEX calculation of a sherlcal Taylor-Sedov blast
wave in a gas with a y «= 1.06 and a perturbation

of 10-4 p / s j a

200 ps pu|$c$

30 - 90 ns separation

Plastic Target
6 (lm Mylar
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Image and Interferogram of Blast Wave in Xenon Soda Straw

1 lorr Xe
118 Joules
Time 52.9 ns.

Los Alamos

Xe
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Instabilities, Convection and Smoke Rings

Stirling Colgate
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INSTABILITIES, CONVECTION AND SMOKE
RINGS

Stirling Colgate, T-6, LANL
2/26/96

Why. a dynamo?

Why Ian accretion disk?

Why a sodium explosion?

Why a hurricane?

Why a supernova; 1A? •

Why a supernova; II

Why a thunderstorm?

Why a tornado?

Why a plume? I

Why a mixing length?

>

An answer to all, even a few of these
would more than scratch the surface of the
problem of instabilities, convection, and ,
smoke rings, but such a big
scratch deserves a big itch. : A unifying
principle Is needed:

The principle of maximal
dissipation.

If It can,it will.

iTtV .

iA/f

i_A

J rn
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Plume: Steady State Structure of Convection

Mean
boundnty .
ol plums

Eddlet 'tow
th» boundary

Angts • 1/rt

Point aourco
olbuoyancy

piumo Convection;
Equation for Radius W/0 Entrapment
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conservation of angular momentum
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Convection-Driven Turbulence
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Physical Interpretation Of a _ W
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Recollections and Overview of Opacities for
Stellar Astrophysics

Arthur N. Cox
Los Alamos National Laboratory



RECOLLECTIONS AND OVERVIEW

OF OPACITIES FOR STELLAR ASTROPHYSICS

ARTHUR N. COX

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

Los Alamos
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Usoful Opacity Tables for stellar Structure in 1964

Vitense, Erika, Der Aufau dcr Stcrnatnospharen IV Teili Kontinuierlicho
Absorption und Streuung alo function von Druck und Tanperatur.
1951,ZsAp,28,ol

strongren, D., Unpublished hydrogen opacities including ionized II moloculos.

Keller, c. and Hoyorott, R. E., The lonlcatlon of Cat Mixtures in Stellar
Interiors.
19S2,Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-4771
Keller, 0. and Hoyorott, R. &., The Ionltatlon of Oas Mixtures in Stellar
Interiors, II. The Average Number of Electrons in Various shells.
1932,Argonne National Laboratory Report MiL-4856

Kellor, fioeffrey and Meyerott, Roland E., A Table of the Radiative Opacities
of a Number of Gas Mixtures.
195S,ApJil22,32

2lrln, Harold, The Calculation of Opacities for Stellar Interiors.
1958,ApJ,128, 342

Los Alamos



Useful Opaaity Tables {or Stellar Structuro In 1950

Cox, A.M. and Stewart, J.H., Radiative and Conductive Opaclt'ios Cor Tvonty
Three stellar Mixtures.
196$, Sol. Xnfora. Aatron. Council USSR,15,1 and Haueh. Into. 15,3
Cox, A.M. and Stewart, J.H., Roasoland Opacity Tablaa for population :
COBpOSitlon*. 1970,ApJ8.,19,243
COX, A.M. and Stewart, J.H., Roaseland Opacity Tablaa (or Population II
coapoaltlona. 1970,ApJS.,19,243
COX, A.M. and Tabor, J.&., Radiative opaolty Tablos (or 40 Stollar Mixtures.
1976,ApjS.,31,271

Huebner, H. P., Atoala and Radiative Proceaaa* In tho Golar Interior.
Physic* of the sun, eda. p.A. sturrook, T. £• Holtiar, D. Hlhalas, and
8.X. Ulrlch (Cordraohtt D. Roldal) vol. 1, p. 31

Halos, Aohen, Kaady, 3.3., and Hag«», H.H., A Collactlon o( Los Alamos
opaolty Table* for all Tanp«ratures.
1990,At. Data HUOl. Data Tables,45,209

Los Alamos
NA!lOh»; '.MO' • > 0 "

Current Usoful Opacity Tables for Stollar structuro

Igloslas, C. and Rogers, F.J., Opacities for tho Solar Radiative Interior.
1991,ApJ,371,403

Lcnzuni, P., Chornoff, o.F. and Salpotar, E.E., Roaooland and Planck Hean
Opacities of a Zero Metallicity Gas. 1991,ApJS,76,7S9

Stiarp, C.K., Molecular Opacities for Solar and Enchanced cuo Abundances:
Relevencc for Accretion Disks. 1992,ASAS,94,1

Rogers, F.J. and Igleslao, c., Radiative Atonic Roaaaland Moan Opacity
Tables. 1992,ApJS,79,507 (OPAL)

Igleoiao, C. and Rogoro, F.J., Spin-orbit Interaction Effects on the
Roaaelsnd Hean Opacity. 1992,ApJ,397,717 (OPAL)

Igloalas, c. and Rogers, F.J., Radiative Opacities for Carbon and Oxygon
Rich Hixtures, 1993,ApJ,412,752

Seaton, H.J., Van, V'1., Hlhalas, D., Pradhan, A.K., Opaoities for Stollar
Envelopes. 1994,HMRAS,266,805 (OP)

Alexander, D.R. and Ferguson,J.W., Low Tenporaturo Rossoland Opacities.'
1994,ApJ,437,879

Los Alamr
l IAIOKA
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rijure 3. The Instability strip In the H-tl dlagraa. The upper portion o(

tin ft|ure ahoutnt the theoretical evolutionary tracks anil the local leu of

the Ce.iehetds Is ajapted fron Figure I of Henden and Cox (1976). The in.

stabll ty strip has been extrapolated linearly along the dashed line* juto

the reislon occupied by the uhlte duarfsi The locations ot the variable

uhlte Marts are shown by the large open circles. •
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Areas -Recently Affected by Improved Opacities

Double-Mode Cepheid Masses

Double-Mode RR Lyrae Variable Masses

Delta Scuti Variable Period Ratios and Masses

Solar ?-Mode oscillation Frequencies

OB Star Pulsational Instability

Massive Star Instabilities and the Upper Mass Limit

Hyades o star Lithium Depletion

Overshoot from Massive Star Convective Cores

Enhancnd Mass Loss from Wolf-Rayat Stars

Los Alamos
K1TI0NM l » 8 0 « " C •

0 72

0 70

0 73

071

0 6S

FIG. l . - rop: Period ralio f ,0 v» period />„. Solid linn: |.R opaciliet;
JaiStJ liaei: LA opiciiin. both with BIT M - L tclitlon; ttvtt: observed be»(
Ophndi. flollom: Period rillo /",<, vj. P8 with 1-R opicllia. SuliJ lints: BIT
M - L r "-"n with Z « 0.02; icshti lints: enhanoed M-L relation (with
2 - 0.021. \-Joiiti lints: BIT M - L relation wilh 2 « 0.03 (AG mixture);
Jots obter<cd btal Ctpheidl.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The appearance o{ tha Los Alanoa opacities In 1945 to 1970 caused a

groat expansion of studies of stellar structure, evolution, and stability.

2. The appearance of th« Livernora (OPAL) and United Klngdon (OP) ni,.-.oitie»

In 19«9 to the present have allowed explanations ot aany previous problems,

aoatly in stellar pulsation theory.

3. Tho double-node Cophelda can b« inUrpratsd with standard Basses and

luminosities fron evolution theory, but th« early slopl* lnt«rpr«tntlons

with OPAL opacitl** did not reveal tho whole complicated situation.

Los Alamos
H A t l O H A l l i l O « * t 0 « <

"Wh«t'« mottdtpreutofUth* tedlMtton ihit tvttythlni
w« bdltv* «riH b* dUptoved In • f*w yun."



Opacity and Radiative Transfer Experiments
Using High-Power Lasers

Steven J. Rose
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Outline

Opacity and radiative transfer
experiments using high-power lasers

S J Rose

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
and

Department of Physics and Space
Science, University of Birmingham,

UK

v\

• Opacity experiments

• Dense plasma experiments

• Line transfer experiments

• Accretion plasmas

• Future opportunities

Absorption spcctroscopy opacity
experiment

point backlight

short pulse laser

tamped
foil sample

ipmCH+IOOOAAu foil

drive
. laser

diagnostic
shield

spectrometer



Comparison between IMP and experiment
for germanium at 76eV and 0.054 gcm-3
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Radiation wave opacity experiment

1pm O-UIOOOAAu foil

time-resolving
spectrometor foil

sample

drive
laser

Supersonic radiation wave opacity
experiment

foam
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MOOOAAU foil
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laser

diagnostic
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Opacity and dense plasma experiments
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Short-pulse experiments

• Our understanding of the physics of short-
pulse interaction with solid targets is still
incomplete!'.

• Temperatures of a few hundred eV is
possible with present lasers.



Short-pulse emission experiment to
measure opacity

plastic

short- pulse
laser

thiis layer
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time-Integrating
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Variation with time of average density over iron layer
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Short-pulse Iron opacity experiment

15r

theory

900 1Q00 1100
photon energy (eV)

"12Q0

Line-transfer experiments

« Line radiation transfer in large velocity
gradients is very important in certain
astrophysical plasmas (Sobolev theory). Laser-
plasma measurments have tested our
understanding of this process.

• Resonance fluorescence is an important
mechanism in planetary nebulae. Laser-plasma
experiments test our understanding of
radiation transport in overlapping lines.

Measurement of line radiation in a velocity gradient

high resolution



Accretion-powered objects

X-ray binaries, active galactic nuclei and
cataclysmic variables are the dominant
sources of energy in the observable
universe

Line radiation transport in a
velocity gradient - comparison of theory and experiment

• Radiation domination of excitation and ionisation

• Inelastic Compton scattering

Irradiimce 4xlO"Wcnv2

. 3XI05

7.16 7.17 7.18 7.19 7.20

Wavelength (A)

Complon scattering energy exchange

• Compton scattering from a stationary
electron moves energy from radiation to
electrons. But scattering from moving
electrons moves energy both ways.

• In a plasma with high Te and low radiation
field

electron's -> radiation

In a plasma with low Te and high radiation
field

radiation -> electrons.



Simplified model of radiation evoiution in
DT plasma ball

intensity

modal photon density

scattering

absorpt on /emission

loss from plasma

CompiiHson of radiation intensity with and
without Compton scattering

JDT ball, R=0.005cm, p=500gcm-3

with Complon scattering
without Compton scattering

o.l t 10 too
photon energy (kcV)
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The effect of Compton scattering on line
radiation transport

DO.49jTo.49sXco.oi ball, R=0.005cm, p=500gcnr3

with Compton scattering

without Compton scattering

'0 10 20 30 40 SO SO 70 80

photon energy (keV)

Future Opportunities

• High B-field physics studies

• Thermonuclear reaction rate measurements

« Electron-positron plasma studies

» Particle acceleration in plasmas

Conclusions

• The values of plasma temperature, density,
radiation field, ionisation stage, velocity and
Velocity gradient etc. which can be achieved
With high-power lasers are comparable to
Values found in certain astrophysical plasmas.

• Complex laser experiments are now being
performed in which the plasma conditions can
be controlled to investigate specific physical
processes. Measurements are starting to be
made. .'

• Further work is underway to investigate
Other effects and to produce more exotic
plasmas.
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Opacity Measurements for Stellar Atmospheres

Paul T. Springer, J.H. Hammer, A. Toor,
B.G. Wilson, C.A. Iglesias,W.H. Goldstein,

F.J. Rogers, and R.E. Stewart

Workshop on Laboratory Astrophysics
Experiments with Large Lasers

February 26-27,1996

Modern opacity models solve long-standing puzzles in
stellar pulsation: Experimental validation is required

Locations of types of variable stars on Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

t

BO M fO 90
(27,000) (KV400) (T200) JM00I

KO
(SIM)

Problems:

• Cepheld Masses
• Pulsation models
• Evolution models
• Blue loop excursions

• p Ccphcl pujsatlon

SPECTRAL TYPE
Cox and Glull
Principles of Stcllnr Structure (1968)



Modern opacity models solve long-standing puzzles in ..._
stellar pulsation _______ l_=l

/ O p

reservations

" t

Cox

—.

V '4M,

1.0 3.0 SO 7.0

ft

Rillo of (IrsI harmonic Pj lo fundamental Po

determines muses (or Ceplicld variable stars.

Stellar mixture opacity venus temperature along • Masses from stellar evolution models
track of constant R «10* * Inconsistent with Cox-Tabor opacities

• Dlue loop excursions •> M > 3 solar masses
• Fe M-shell bump due lo 8n«0 transitions „

• Opal resolves miss puzzle
• Provides mechanism (or P-Cephel pulsation

•01
3 Mil 01 u-H

Opal Is only Indirectly tested by complex stellar models
Experimental benchmarking at relevant conditions Is needed

Plasma conditions for stellar atmospheres can be
achieved in the laboratory III:

Stellar structure m o d e l s w i t h R

Main Sequence Models . Red-Giant Models
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Fc contribution maximized at Log(TI=5.4, Log(R)c3
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I -<-QaI»d mlerochannsl plate dotoclor Plnhele I Back lighter

V.rl.dltm.-.p.c.drjrMlng
o w - ^ |heOled».mp|O

Ft • NiF daU and thury.Te • » +/.3 «V and p • 0.011} 4/- 0.001 s cm"1

«Od lift 700 MO 100

X-ray Energy leVl

Iron opacity measurements at Nova have provided
astrophysically relevant data at densities ~ .01 g/cc .11

21 eV, .008 g/cm3
59oV,-.0113g/om3

0.0
50 60 7,0 80 90 100 110 120

Energy (aV)

Science 263. SO (1994)
PRL 69. 438 (1992)

• experiment
• OPAL opacity

150 200 250 300
Energy (oV)

PRL 69, 3735 (1992)

Rosseland mean opacities for Iron are
strdngly model-dependent forp < 10-2 g/cc



Tests of line shape theories and the accuracy of
statistical methods are important for stellar opacities

I F« T«20eVp«10-2g/«

— C>nli)U Kl>!«)]IUn'2lf
—OralUTA "
— STA

ini lin ni
hnu(cV)

OpJOTA »• HIVIin'1'l
KKllMlun'Vl

— StA Kit ilMtm'l»

n

[
m 4

l ' in'-!

i4\
'"' ili

•III

1 Fc T=ì(l c

II l.l 1,Ili
— «lul UTA

—. \ l *
• .« • I I • 1 . . . 11

k'OelO'^g/cc

Ik,
Kn IVKUmWt

• • • i | i l i " | l l f <

Long-lived hohlraums are required to establish
equilibrium at low density

3

Time dependent lonization for Iron

Tr=20 eV

.19

nT

Rho Equll. lime

IO"5 g/f c, I > 30 ns

1(H g'cc, 1 > 3 in

JO"3 g'ec. I > 300 ps

tO*1 alec. I > 30 pj

T-T-r-nrrr-

Time (ns)
-rrr;

Low density experiments require radiative equilbrium,
Planckian spectra, and large plasma volume

l.TE and NLTE iron optcily model] il vnjed denslllu

l i*
lirf

•irl

UP

I«-«

ITE

p-10-ï g/ccTe-SLBcV
Km 15130 cmafø L-0.0066 cm

p«10-3 g/ccT«-24,SeV
Kr- 11360 cm2/R L.0.087 tm

P-10-* g/«Te»20«V
Kr» 7391 cm8/« Ul.04 cm

IO-» g/ccTenH^cV
Kw 4181 cm2/« Lnî3.9 cm

p«10-s g/ccTe«14,5eV
Kt»1569cm2/gL«<37cm

SO 100 ISO 200

Energy leVl
2S0

LTE
by
collisions

TE
Planckian
spectrum

High spectral resolution is required to accurately
measure UTA breakup UHj

IO-
Simulated ahsorpliun spectrum for 1 cm palh length

Fc T»J0cV|)«10"'&/«

XI *fl 90

Energy (eV)
Theories require accurate treatments of line shapes
• Natural width
• Collision»! broadening
• Residual configuration and term broadening

' * Stark broadening
• Doppler broadening
• Line wings

E/SE-2000

-OpilUTA Kl.
-Ottw- Km
'SM ••



Experimental setup for laser-driven hohlraum j I [•

Hohlraum Parameters

Energy ~ 100 k)
Power ~ STW
Size - Scale 3D

• Nova Seile-1
hohlraum

Issues;
• Sample conditions

-Density < 10"4

-Temperature ~ 20 eV
-Equilibrium

rad-driven LTE
- Gradients

• Backlighting
- Intensity
- Sample emission

• Characterization

5 cm

Experimental design has begun using using 2d
radiative hydrodynamic models .113

Primary
Hohlraum

* 4 tt O

Initial mesh

Radiation Temperature Contours
>6-Jl

20 ns

20 eV

30 ns 40 ns

• 3-d geometries preferred
• Gradients reduced
- Nonthermal radiation reduced

• 2-d R-Z and R-9 models used
• Experimental control and characU'iiz.Uion required

t i l

Experimental Setup l i

Tungsten
wire array

Secondary
hohlraum

Wall emisslo
measurements

Issues:
• Sample conditions

- Density < 10-4
- Temperature ~ 20 eV
- Equilibrium rad-driven LTE
- Gradients

• Backlighting
- Intensity
- Sample emission

• Characterization

High resolution
Imaging XUV
spectrometer

Active shock
break out

Primary hohlraum heats secondary target to desired
conditions, and provides backlighting source I ra

100-1

Tr in primary
hohlraum

1-10

i
h6 *•

I* 6

4-Uo

Time (ns)



• \

The required thermal radiation spectra are produced
following initial heating

O.I O.t 0.3
Energy (keV)

O.I 0.2 0.3
Energy (kcV)

The crucial low densjty regime (10"s % p s 10"3 g/cc)
has not been experimentally explored

Individual llna*ahapaB and merging
Into UTA't and quaal*contlnua
ara Important (or p < 10'* g/ec

Time dependent lontutlon lor Iron flho Equtl. Time

10f T . ,n .« l 91»*e- l > M n '
l> 3n»
t> joopi
t>Mpi

Tlma (nf)

Rottttand main opactllat ot Iron became alrongly
modal-dependant forp < to ' ^cc

to«

o to
p(B7cc)

Hohlraunt requirement*

T,.T^20«VPIlcKkl»n

Samplalangth>4em

• Eviluite 200 Id Saturn facility
• Eipeilmanta! banehmarVIng with high reio'utlon
• Accurala characterlmlon ol eondlllona



Uncertainties in Stellar Opacities

Carlos A. Iglesias
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



UNCERTAINTIES IN STELLAR
OPACITIES

Carlos A. tglctlos

LLNL

1) Stellar Envelopes

.2) Solar Radiative Interior

R & Tas independent variables:

p, = p / T</ where p = mass density (g/cm*]

T6 = million degrees [°K]

Examples of Stellar Conditions:

Solar radiaive interior X= 0.35-0.7, Z=0.020, logR=-1.5
Classical Ccpheids X=0.7, Z=0.020, logR=-3.5
Hot variable stars X=0.7, Z=0.020, logR=-5.5

RRLyrae X=0.7, Z=0.001, logR=-4

DEFINITIONS!

X = hydrogen mass fraction
Y a helium mass fracton
Z = metal mass fraction

. (C, N, 0 , Ne, Na, Mg, Al. Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe)

R=pJT6
i where p = mass density

T6 = million degrees (°K]

Typical Stellar Conditions:

Solar radiaive Interior X= 0.35-0.7, Z=0.02, logR=-1.5
Classical Cepheids X=0.7, Z=0.02, logR=-3.5
Hot variable stars X=0.7, Z=0.02, logR=-5.5

• RRLyrae X=0.7, Z=0.001, logR=-4

I.S

DO

£ O.S

oil
o 0.0

• O.S

i.S

"Phrenology"
i • * • • i • • • ' i

X=0.7, log R •= -3
F« M-ihcll

Fe L-shell
C,O,Ne K-shell

Ar-Fc K-shcll

Cox-Tabor 7,»0.02

4.0 4.5
_1_

5.0 5.5 6.0
0t

6.i 7.0 7.5 8.0

log T [ "K



RESOLUTION OF BEAT MASS ANOMALIES WIT.H OPAL OPACITIES

0.74

4 Observations (Sznbndos 1988)
— Cox it Taoor.ApJ.SJl, ttJU97fc)

— Igieslas & Rogers, ApJ 371, L73(l991)

=? From Moskalik et al, ApJ 385,685(1992)

Fe Experiment: Da Silva et al. Phys.Rev.Lett. 64; 438(1992)

70 80 .90

Energy [eV]
110 120

(Theory kT=20cV, p=0.008g/cm-'



Third International Opacity Workshop
& Code Comparison Study

WorkOp-III:94

MPI für Quantenoptik, Garchlng

March 7-11, 1084

Final Report

«dlled by

A. RlCKCnT. K. ËIDMANN AKO J. MCYtfl'TEtl'VtHH

limcV-Imiltut tit QuinUaepilk
Huu-KopfcrmuM-Ütril!« t, JST4S OtnUnt, Gtmtuiy

AND

F.J.D. StMWKe AND C.A. tottsiAS

Itwnntt Llvermore Nttloail tiboriloty
P.O. Box lOi, Uvenner«, CA. S4SSO, U.S.A.

MPQSO« AujMlt 19»

fi Kfl COMI'AKISONS A T T = 20 cV ( -230,000 °K ):

Codii

LANL77

HOPE

STA

OPAL

LANL'94

IMP

p = 0.01 g/cm3

1.04 x lO^ lcn^ /g l

1.37 x 10*

2.58 X 104.

2.9ÎN lOJ

3.07 x 104"

3.14x10' '

p = 0.0001 g/cni3

0.I5X 103[cni2/R|

!.40xl03

0.7ÄX103

C.03 x 103

«.7S x I03

10.80x103

KR COMPARISONS FOR ASTROPHYSICAL MIXTURE 'KiNG4a' AT

T s 20eV & p = 1.2 X 10-« g/cm3:

Code

LANL'77

HOPE

OPAL

STA

1.76

5.10

S.47

8.40



Fe KK COMPARISONS A T T = 20 eV (-230,001) <>K ):

Code

LANL'77
HOPE
STA
OPAL
LANL'94
IMP

p = 0.01 g/cm3

1.04 x I0-*

1.37 x 104

2.58x104

2.93 xlO*

• 3.07x104

3.14 xl<>4

p = 0.0001 g/cniJ

0.1S x 103 (cni2/|!|

1,40 x l O l

0.76 x 103

6.03 x 103

«.7SxlO3

10.80 x 103

KR COMPARISONS FOR ASTROPHYSICAL MIXTURE 'KiNG4a' AT

T = 20eV & p = 1.2 X10-6 g/cm3:

Code KR (cntf/g]

LANL'77
HOPE
OPAL
STA

1.76

5.10

S.47

8.40

COMPARISONS TO I'u li.xi'iiUiMiiNT: T = 20 eV p = 0.01g/cm-*

10 60 70 80 50 10OI1O120 ' 30 60 70 80 80 100110120

50 60 70 60 90,100110120 so 60 70 80 90 100110120

1.0 | . . . . . . . . . 1.0 I

U50 60 70 80 90 100110120 s o 6 0 7 0 B 0 9 0 100110120
Photon Energy (eV)



KR COMPARISONS OF OPAL & OPACITY PROJECT (OP):

n

0.8
logT

OP results from Seaion el a)., MNRAS 266,805(1994)

OPAL & OP COMPARISONS FOR DOUULE-MODE CEPHEIDS:

From Simon & Kanbur. ApJ 419,112 (1994)
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10'

to-1

1 •••"

VU

10°

X=0.708,

1

*
l/Fe/

yLtt

Z=0.0172

few
Ne 1

?, T=2.5xlO6,

Totnl 1

.1

log R =

^ sW

PIT1

- 1 . 5 E

V

4 6

u=hv/kT

005 CO^I'AUISONS OPAL v.s I.ANL:

Oxygen in an iistrophysical mixture at
p = 1.38g/cm-V T6=3.264. X= 0.73, Z = 0.0195

Elcrocm

O

LANL'77

<Z> KR

7.406 7.M(-21)

OPAL

<Z> KR

7/187 8.69(-21)

OPAL
w/LANL EOS

KR

7.04(-21)

From lglesins& Rogers. ApJ 371.408(1991)



COMPARISONS OF KR IN SOLAR RADIATIVE INTERIOR:

0.9

OPAL VS OP

logT t*K]

OP results fromSeaton M«!., MNRAS K6,805(1994)

EOS COMPARISONS OPAL vsOP:

Hydrogcnic Carbon "dissolution" in an astrophysical mixture HI
p = 0.0lg/cm3, T6=l. X= 0.7, Z = 0.02

OP OPAL

1

2
3

4

S

6

7

8
•)

1.00

0.991

0.906

0.49S

0.0362

«.33(-6)

2.96H6)

4.76(-4I)

1.06(.94)

1.00

0.996

0.99S

0.99S

0.914

0.52?

0.162

0.0237

0.00223

From Iglesias & Rogers. ApJ -M3.460(1995)
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O.0Z.U o ItP

OPAL/VAPP Comparison to Experiment for Al n=l to 2

— OPAL/VAPP
— - Perry «t al.

1521 1540 1560 1580

Photon Energy [eV]
1600

o.o

Comparison of Al Spectrum sv/ & wo/ Coulomb Terms
I I i | i i i | r- • r i 1 1 1 i | i • i i | i i i

Coulomb Terms

T=76eV. p=0.227g/cmJ

1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56.
Photon Energy [keV]

1.58 1.60



0.0

Comparison of Al Spectrum w/ & wo/ Coulomb Terms

p=0.227g/cm3

Coulomb Terms
T=70eV

1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56

Photon Energy [keV]
1.58 1.60

COMPARISONS oi-OPAL & NOVA SHOCK EXPERIMENT:

T"ll.<tV, p.J.SJp
OPAL

*•• Kxptrlmint

I4J0 1490 1510 151* IS30 1570 |5»0 1610
Photon <ner|jr [tV]

Dnui rom Cclhcri oial.Ip iv.iic communication)



COMPARISONS OF OPAL & STA: o i s.i

6.4

t.i

..... ..;.

:. ^
: ';

; J

STA
*

r i -

\

1
i "\
\J '

1 .

*.

; "

i

•i
?i .

\ ..•"'. /

TOUV
OPALVUTA.

• ^ ^

/ t

• . 7 ' .

S ' / •••
V'. :/ *

t

/ ' •

•

, '

' OfAIJl'TA
i

' i . .
lilt Hit IS1I H<»

rholon <ntrur [<V)

Chartt
•7
tt
•5
44
•J
<Z»

lonltatlen

T«40«V
OPAL
0.05*
a.u«
0.40«
0.144
0.037

5.05

Bilmc«

T«4«4V
STA

0.005
«.«•;
0.4IS
0.40<
0.073

4.5«

T«J2«V
OPAL
0.011

«.u;
0.17?

0.101

4.(4

CONCLUSIONS

1) Experiments relevant (o stellar envelopes are welcomed in
tirdoi to study details in opacity calculations

2) lonization balance experiments arc necessary to:

;i) Reduce uncertainties in solar opacities

b) Fundamental issue in plasma physicsl



Type la Supernova Lightcurves and Spectra

Phil A. Pinto
University of Arizona
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flux (erg s"1 cm"2 A"1) x constant
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Photonization Modelling

Tim Kallman
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
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Current model
sO_2O.pho

10

77;.. ASCA ffectrum 4U0614+09I

• X-rnv Burst, source

• i.'iiutimiuni Ins to nbsnrluid power law'

• lion K line £ = G.lbkeV EW~ 60 eV.

• Low -nergy line emission near 0.65 keV, 0.8 keV, BWc;125
eV.

lf e . ,

* Best lit t.o, iiHM**model. log(0 o: 2.8,
Ali'indrmce? not strongly constrained.

i— Jt-!i» •»» • ; ; •
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Current model
sCLfost.pho Cn *"*-

10

The ASCA spectrum of Cyg X-S

• well-known Z source, studied-by all previous-satellites.

• Continuum fits to absorbed power law-

• lion l< line c = G.75fceV EW~ xx.

• Low energy line emission near 1 keV

• Best fit to scattered model, log(£) ~ 2.8, O/Fec* jfST'x solar.
o.\

dolu and lolded model
sOlosl phn

chonnel energy (ItcV)
11-5.»•1111 l«0»
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Spectroscopy of X-ray Photonized Nebulae

Duane Liedahl
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



Spectroscopy of X-ray Photoionizcd Nebulae

Duane Lledahl
V-Dlvlslon, LLNL

Collaborators:

James Dunn
William Goldstein
Albert Osterheld
Rosemary Walling,

TlmKallman-NASA/OSFC

Basle concept; create X-ray heated, phoiolonliatlon-domlnated plasmas In the
laboratory that will allow the study of lonlzatlon/recombtnallon, heating/cooling,
and X-ray line formation as functions of loniutlon parameter (i, -Fin),
spectral shape, chemical composition, and density.

Motivation; launch of three facility-class X-ray satellite observatories with high-
resolution spectrometers by 2000; complexity (micro & macro) of modeling
spectra from X-ray photolonlietf plasmas; existence of suitable experimental
facilities.

u Uitri 1AI/M, Huiiaim. CA

X-ray Spectral Bands for Cosmlcally Abundant Elements

Spectral Coverage of Future X-ray Observatories

Fe
a
Ar
S
SI
Mg
Nc
O

K

Ml ROC XRS

AXM HtC

I M

AXAFMtG

AXA.t U C

10

wavelength (A)

100

Contrast of Physical Processes in X-ray Emission-Line Regions

stellar coronae

supernova remnants I

clusters of galaxies
interstellar medium

hoi, collisionally Ionized

active galactic nuclei

X - ray binaries .} cool, photoionizcd
cataclysmic variables!?)j

lonization

Recombination

Excitation

Heating

Characteristic temperatures

Radiative transfer

Spectral quality

Fundamental parameter

Cotlitional equilibrium

• electron-Impact lonlzaiion

An>0DR

, electron-ion Impact

mechanical

lO ' - lO 'K

no

line-dominated

T,

Photoioniwtlon equilibrium

photolonlzatlon

RR and An = 0 DR

recombination, phoioexcltation

thermalizatlon of photoelectrons

IO' -1O 4K

yes

continuum-dominated

k
HVJLtVy f UhotVvj A*!'<fA;j(fl ttptttmtut Wtl\ U»ft UltH J/)I/?«. NtumtM. CA



Difference! In the underlying population kinetics mechanisms leads lo obvious
differences In (he resulting emission spectra, (Top) P-like Ar X as it would appear in
coronal lonliatltm equilibrium. (Bottom) Ar X in phololonization equilibrium.

1

1 :i LuL_dJ
IS 20 2S 30 35 40 45 SO

X(A

tnrifkiiki n Uim 2/l)At. NtuiiMon. CA

Different temperature dependences of RR and DR (An = 0)
provide temperature diagnostics in L-shell ions. Shown here
is the N-likc Fc XX recombination spectrum, decomposed by
process.

40

. 30

a 20

* .0

0

FcXX
1 pure RR

kT » 10 «V

L

1 1

J ,

9 10 II 12 13 14 IS
wavelength (A)

9 10 11 12 13 14 IS
wtvelenEth (A)



Mechanism providing density sensitivity in L-shell ions in
X-ray photoionized plasmas

(meluubte)

ground

X-ray spectra of I.•shell ions are sensitive to temperature and density.
Shown here ii F-like At X al Itvo lemperalu/ei and Itvo dentlllei. Lines arc
from 3-2. 4-2, and 5-2 transitions. Features near 25 A are radiative
recombination continua. indicative of the low temperatures.

ground

i

low density high density

12

to

a-
6

4

1

0

MX
kT«IOcV
log n «10

15 JO 25 X iS 40 45 50

I
2

I

6

5-

4

3

2

,M

0

ArX
kT-20cV
logne« 15

15 20 25 30 35 40 « SO
X(A)



The gas cell experiment allows exceptional control over
the target sample characteristics.

Toul Ion density known a priori.

Utge range of lonlzatlon parameters ire accessible

Elemental mixtures

No hydrodynamics

Backllghter

Laser

To Imaging crystal
spectrometer s Au converter

Gold converter spectra for two laser intensities (Carter ci al.
199!).

-tooo

o 3000

2000

1000

0

P i r

\ A Au converter with

j f \W lL = 10Jlcrgcm-2s-'

. rj \ \ Au converter with _
1 1 / tL = !0"ergcm-V

Unfolded i Ciynil —
D«ol« •^|"i*"'fpect(on«t«f •*"f
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The converter flux has sufficient ionizing X rays to drive Ar
(Z = 18) into the L shell, as shown here In a LASNBX
simulation of the charge state distribution vs. time.
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lonlutlon equilibrium In X-ray photolonlzed plasmas is characterized by ihe
simultaneous presence of several charge states. Below Is the Fe L-shell emission
spectrum at two values of Ihe lonlzatlon parameter, folded through the XMM RGS
Instrument response. Some of the brighter lines are labeled by their Isoeleclronic
sequence. (Charge state distribution from Kallman & McCray 1982.)
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Model transmission spectra for two Ar ions, with column density W/M = 10" .
cm'1. Absorption structure results from Ka iransiilons ( I J - t 2p). Adjacent
charee sutes iliroughoul the L shell can be easily separated. Assumed
resolving power X. / AX = 2000. Models generated with IIULLAC.
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Puture observations will allow high-resolution studies of
accretion-powered X-ray souices. Shown here is a toy spectrum
of a typical X-ray binary, convolved witli the effective area and
resolution of iheASCA Solid State Imaging Spectrometer (red)
and the XMM Reflection Orating Spectrometer (blue). Spectral
model includes Fe L-shell ions overlying a central continuum.
Assumed interstellar column density is NH - 4 x 1021 cm-*.

Model ipedium of X-r«y binary
Fe • continuum

4 « 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Concluding Remarks

Availability of high-quality spectroscopic dam from hundreds of extrasolar X-ray
sources provides major challenge lo nebular modeling and atomic modeling.

X-ray spectra formed in photoloniied plasmas are relevant lo active galactic
nuclei, X-ray binaries, and cataclysmic variables. Taken together these objects
comprise >40% of pointed observations,

X-ray drives currently available on Nova arc sufficient to study K-shell and L-
shell physics of low-io-intermedlate Z elements.

Spectral diagnostics in this regime have never been tested In the laboratory.

Effectiveness of point-projection backllghter technique has been demonstrated In
other experiments.

Experiments on Nova can also help to lay the groundwork for larger scale
experiments with N[F.
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Experimental

Targets were irradiated by fiber-
generated partially-coherent light.

• Wavelength
A = 0.53 pm

• Bandwidth
AA=0.2bnm

• Beam divergence
A0= 1.31x10-4 rad. (64TDL)
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Introduction

Perturbation growth before the first-shocfc
breakout gives initial conditions to the
following Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Jarget
ILE Osaka

1. Start-up issues
»Imprint
^Rippled shock

R-MlnatabHIty

| Implosion stability!

. Acceleration phase
< R-T instability
iFeed through

3. Deceleration phase
R-T Instability
Turbulent mix

€xperimenlalj

Experimental conditions on
Rayieigh-Taylor / imprint experiments

Target Flat CH (polystyrene) 16 /vm<
Initial perturbation (R-T experiment)

wavelength: 60 /vm
amplitude : 0.1, 0.3,1 /7m

Laser PCL: flat top pulse (FWHM: 1,8 or 2.2 ns)
. Intensity modulation (Imprint experiment)

wavelength (on target): 100//m
amplitude (A !/<!>): 10%, 40%

Main pulse ~WW/cm>

Foolpulse ~t0"W/cm>

ILE Osaka

0 ns Time

Backlighlor

EPQlGUlse .intensity was spjHaHy..mody!ated at.lhe imprint experiment



I Experimental |

Perturbation growth was measured
by face-on'x-ray backlighting method.

X-ray
streak
camera

Partially
cohoiont
light

AKB microscope

Image processor

Perturbed loll

Backlight
target
(Cu)

KS95A012(APS)

1.0

Temporal evolution of backlit images
due to R-T instability were obtained.
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A.

Results

Growth rate of R-T Instability was
evaluated from three target shots.
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• Initial amplitude: 0.1 pm
Initial amplitude: 0.3 pm

• Initial amplitude: 1 pm
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Experimental results were compared to
calculations by ILESTA 1-D simulation.
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Fokker-Pianck simulations show that target
preheating due to nonlocal electron thermal
transport supresses Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
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R-T Insta. Is supressed by
precursor thermal wave ?
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lR-Tlnsta.bvFP~2dl
Initial Temperature and Density Profiles
for 2D Fokker-Planck Simulations

Target Thickness : 32 [micron]
Laser Intensity: 1x1014 [w/cm2]

g24.66x10"cm/«ecJ chapmann-Juoot
Fokkor-Planek Deflagration Point Salltor-Harm
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|R-Tlnsta. bvFP2dl
Preheating due to nonlocal electron heat transport
supresses the Reyleigh-Taylor instability

RESULTS:
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Sinusoidal Intensity modulation was imposed
by a opaque grating mask
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Intensity profile of the modurated prepulse
on the target (with RPP)
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Areal density perturbation seeded by the initial Imprfntfns
increases with increasing imposed intensity modulation
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Initial imprinting perturbation is amplified by
Raylelgh-Taylor instability

1LE Osaka

% , Ipiensily modulation
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We used external x-ray source
to suppress the initial imprMifla.

Top view

( Drlvepul»e-3 ")
((UnltOfm) I,

l,.=1X10"Iw/cmn

ILE Osaka

(cHloll(l6(jm:i) I sltoak camera

Significant reduction of perturbation growtn
due to x-ray pre-uradiation was observed
by face-on backlighting method
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Perturbation growth was reducedto 65%;
of no x-ray pre-irradiatlon

ILE Osaka

with x-ray pro-lrradlatlon
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summary

A number of hydrodynamic perturbation growth crucial to
ignition/burn has been clarified.

*Rlpple shock
Finding of damped oscillation.
Areal-denslty-perturbatlons grow by a factor of ~4.

'Initial Imprinting
First observation of single-mode Initial Imprinting,
ffocfcobservattbn of laser coherency dependence.
Initial Imprinting Is reduced by soft x-ray pre-lrradlatlon.

'Raylelgh-Taylor Instability
EHrrtrobservatlon of Ilnear growth rate In direct-drive



Spectroscopy of Compressed High Energy
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Reasons to Develop Spectroscopy
at High Energy Density

» Basic physics:
1) Test physical models of the bound-bound and bound-free spectroscopy

2) Investigate ion dynamic effects on the Ar XVil 1s!-1s3p'l3 emission lino

1 Radiation Transfer

Reveals details of nature of the imploded core, e.g., gradients

Applications
Mechanisms involved are the same as those in ignition targets

Three points will be emphasized

FVVHM of the Ar K-shell 1 -3 lines are a robust Nc diagnostic

Central region of the 1-3 lines are effected by ion-field fluctuations

Dielectronic satellites of the 1-3 lines provide a Te diagnostic



I*

N Diagnostic

V!

The FWHM of the 1 - 3 k-shell transitions shows
it is a good density diagnostic

ioa) ] • ' • ' • ' • ' ' • ' " •

4 ArXVII Is2 - Is3p
80J ArXVlllls-3p

r i i . I • t t t 11

40-

DopplerFWHMatl.5keV
J . . . . . . .

I " I l i l t

1023.2 5 1024 2 5 1025
Electron density [cm"3)

• Widths extracted from FLY

• Robust diagnostic since A/fi« FWHM2n (relatively independent of T(%)



Details of the shape of the ArXVII 1 - 3 transition
provide insight into the nature of the line formation

• The central part of the line could be affected by various effects

• Density gradient in the implosion core
• Optical depth effects
• Au emission
• Ion dynamics
• Satellite line transitions

• To find the intrinsic line profile, test the effect o low verses
high 2 ion perturbers

s Ion Dynamics Effects
The ion dynamics can be investigated with

different fill gases

Investigate ion dynamics on the ArXVII Is2 - Is3p 'P lineshape by
varying the fill gas in the microsphere

Keep N, constant and try to ensure the hydrodynamics of the
implosion is similar

• Fill gases: D2 "
CD4
N2 ,
Ne

50 atmospheres
10 atmospheres
7 atmospheres

10 atmospheres

Argon is introduced in trace amounts to ensure ArXVII 1-3 line
remains optically thin and the argon does not effect the implosion

Ion motion is greater for lighter ions
• lea <ityvirrvics tef



The electric field autocorrelation function is the
key to ion dynamics ;

Mean Maps
D, .(2)
CD4 (4)
Ne-D, (11)
No (20)

0.S 1.0 1.5
Time ( 70x0),;' )

• CEE(t) for 4 gas fills at N,. = t .2x10» cm* and Ttt= 1.55 koV

• By the fluctuation-dissipation theorem we can find, from the decay of
ion microfield fluctuation rate u

Ion dynamics alters the central part of the Ar XVII
Is2 - lsSp'P lineshape - but no\ FWMMi

c

1
I

3640 3660 3680 3700 3720

Energy |eV)

• Central dip in the lineshape is significantly altered through ion dynamics.
Different fill gasus may enable the effect of ion motion to be deter- ed



Dielectronic Satellites

•6

Li-like satellites to the He-like resonance transitions
effect the width of the resonance at low Tfl

1.0

0.H

0.6

£ 0.4
E

2 0.2

0.0

•—Te<= 400 oV
'—Te= 600 eV
— To= 800 cV
— Tc= 1000 cVl

3.30 3.35 3.40
Wavelength |A)

> Spectrum svnthesi* requires compatible kinetics and lino shape calculations;
atomic model contains all the 2131'. 3131* and 3141' states
At high Tt (< WOO i-V) satellites do not fill in the dip

eand intcnsiK of the l.i-likc Ar satellites to tlw I k1 like Ar 1-3 line provide.*
ili.i}:mi.s|ii-



ICF implosions provide extreme conditions.
Illustrates diagnostics, ion dynamics, and large-scale
calculations for line shapes

> Experiments are performed at Nova using laser produced x-rays to implode a
plastic capsule filled with a test gas.

•Capsules are - 270 um radius, with SO aim ol 0, and 0.1 aim ol Ar
•Optical depth and emlsslvlty ol ArXVII11 to 3 linos controlled
•Implosion comprossos core plasma to high N, & T,, a 10" cm' & 1 koV
•Time resolved Imaging measures Implosion core
• Speclroscopy performed with x-ray crystal coupled streak camera

1 x-f»y ttrtak camtrt
4^

1600 nm

2500 pm csptuta

Argon emission spectrum from an imt
CD, filled capsule driven at 17 kj

2 0
3.2 3.83.4 3.6,

Wavelength (A)
Opticnlly thin lines | I Optically thick lines

4.2

nil1, i l in in \ r \ V I I 1-1 !«• n



Argon emission spectrum from an imploding
D2 filled capsule driven at 17 kj

3.0 4.03.2 3.4 3.6 3.8
Wavelength [A)

I Optically thin lines ] 1 Optically thick linu:

Ne(t) determined using the ArXVII Is2-ls3p
emission from an imploding D9 microsphere

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
Time [ps]

4 shots at <*1910 arefepre5finte<8
H

Simulation

Outer
Centre
Inner

Hian drive
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Radiation-hydrodynamic simulations'are used to
understand the cletails of these implosions

• HYADES1-D radiation hydrodynamics code
• SESAME EOS of state libr.u>
• Average atom atomic physics
• Multigroup radiation transport

• The radiation drive we used in the simulations is n I'Unrki.in source
measured from a 2500 urn x 1600 |im diameter hohlrnum irradiated
with 16 kj in a 1 ns temporally square laser pulse

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Time |ns|

Interactive database / analysis software aids
" ArXVII np and T, modelling ,

• Modelling software written by.J. K. Nash
1 Data base generated using TOTAL by J. C. Moreno



J>

J
0

An interactive, database - driven application
simplifies data analysis for Ar Xlj ne/Te diagnostics

Summary: Density Diagnostics

ArXVII lsMs3p'P is a Te, Nc diagnostic for hot d:. • ystems

Implosion cores provide a testbed for hydrodynamic simulations

Implosion cores provide a testbed for theoretical lineshapes

Implosion cores provide an excellent test of complex kinetics



Summary: Experiments

• Spectroscopic measurements have been made of indirectly
driven implosions

• Dip in the ArXVII 1 - 3 with D2, CD.,, and N2 fills not observed

• The absence of the dip may be due to Ne Tc gradients in core.
* Thi's Is supported bj ' •• dro-simulations

• Argon emission spectra not observed with neon filled targets
• Predicted due to mismatch of T, and N, peaks

• Ne(t) a test of hydrodynamics is determined from line widths

• Time histories are reproducible

Simulations of an imploding D2 microsphere

Timu history of the outer core radium
Cell and central eore*f*t and

Outer core
Central core

Spatial density and temperature
profiles at peak density

1.'



Ultra-Short Pulse Laser for High
Energy-Density Science

Richard More
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



Experiment:
R. Stewart
D. Gold
G. Guethleln
D. Pries
R. Shepherd
B. Young

Theory:

E. Alley
M. Foord
A. Osterheld
R. Walling
(Z. Zlnamon)

it From the beginning, the LLNL USP Laser
was aimed at High Energy-Density Science 11

Chirped-pulse amplification, recompression,
harmonic conversion produce

0.3 Joules of 400 nm light In 100 fsec
Prepulse Intensity kept below 10"8

Diagnostics from LLNL test program
- Reflected, scattered and transmitted light
- Hydro expansion at small distance
-.• Hydro expansion at large distance
- Time-resolved x-ray emission
- X-ray absorption

Close contact with theory



Absorption is a first question-
we measure it carefully .11

0.4

0.3 r-

0.2

0.1 h

0.0

i

Aluminum targot
• Experiment

"1O« 10" 1015 1016 1017

Intensity (W/cm*)

3

• Low p'repulse
• Always Irradiate fresh target material
• Measure pulse autocorrelation and spatial profile
• Measure Incident, reflected and scattered energies

We understand the absorption
0.4

0.1

0.0

"I ' " ' I I !

Aluminum targot
• Experiment
— Theory

, I I , I l,l,,,l , I , Ml.ll , , | , . .1,1.,|

1 0 " 10>4 10'S
Intensity (W/cmS)

LASNEX MODEL

10" 10'"

Gaussian beam profile
Realistic time-history
Maxwell equations with correct AC conductivity
2T EOS and conductivity
Hydrodynamlc expansion
Nominal heat flow

This excellent agreement Is obtained for aluminum targets



Absorption depends on the target material

At high Intensity, observe Universal Plasma Mirror reflection
1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

n 11 iuu| i 11 IIIIIJ ni

Quartz A(l) becomes
approximately
Independent
of target material

l i l l mil i l until i i limit I i nitnl i iiinnl .r

1014 101s 10" 1017 10">
Intensity (W/cm5)

Low Intensities:
• Conduction electron Inverse

bremsstrahlung
• Intra-atomic lino absorption

(Interband transitions)

High Intensities:
• Free electron/Ion Inverse

bremsstrahlung
• Novel mechanisms above

about 1018 Watts/cm2

We can test our understanding of absorption
by future experiments on thin targets

Probe beam

Can easily distinguish transmitted
laser light from thermal emission
caused by heat conduction

Electromagnetic skin depth 8 = c/< An Z* n| e2/m

Penetration Is proportional to exp(-x/8)

Transmission measurements will give us a direct measure
of the lonlzation state Z'(T)



EOS is the linkage of thermodynamic
variables specific to a given material

Thermodynamic variables: pi T, p, E, S

Thermodynamlc functions
which define en EOS:

- must know these in a 2-D region
to form the derivatives...e.g.,

F(p,T), E(p.S).
G(p,T), H(p.S)

p = l s == il

Incomplete or partial EOS: P(P.T)
E(P.T)
P(P.T)

Variation of the phase with time in Aluminium

Gaulhier «{•.«/,,
Ecole Polytechnique

•10 0
Position dim)

An Important Goal: to measure EOS
using the USP Laser

Laser deposits known energy
in 100 femlosccond pulse

Target begins at
known initial density

Reflected probo pulse carries
phase-shift from ionlzatlon
change in electron density
and Iroin hydrodynamlc motion

Analysis of spocloscopic Interferometry:

• Measure phase shifts at various ili.lnys,
« Separate ionization effect from liydrodynamic effect
• Determine expansion velocity vs lime delay
• Extrapolate lo early times

Frequency-Domain Interferometry

Accindtc measuremeni of short pulse plasma expansion with
femtosecond time resolution has been demonstrated.

J9

Rolorenco-Probe
Inlcricrence Fringe Shifts

Spatially Resolved Probe Phase Shifts
al Various Times

Frequency

10 0
Distance



Ideal gas release velocity is 3 times the sound speed

I Co lines for an
adlabatlc rarefaction

*- x

Y-law gas has p « pvand V(~) =--£•

In fact,
v(x,t) + , W * = constant

Y-i

Can these equations be generalized to an arbitrary equation of state?

Expansion velocity Is related to dp/dp
for arbitrary EOS .11

c * flowflold
v(x,t)

Co e particle track jjy >> v(x,t)

C* - sound wovo path -£ a v(x,t) ± c(x,t)
dt

Theorem (Bernhard Rlomann):

J* (x.t)« v(x.t) ± J 1 ^ >
Is constant along C± path

Application:
• Know Initial value of J* (x, 0)
> Measure v(x,t) from phnso-shltt data
• Then determine EOS Integral by subtraction.



The EOS Information Is very much like that given by
shock-wave experiments

Temperature

USP Isochorlo
heating measures

Density
Shock Hugoniot
experiment gives

• New technique
• Higher temperature
• Dominated by

electron excitation

Higher precision
Compression
Dominated by
bulk modulus

Neither technique gives a complete equation of state, but the
measured numbers serve to test theoretical EOS models

USP experiments can test EOS
where It Is most uncertain

Copper EOS Jigsaw (Tabla No. 167)

Exploding wit
orlsobarlc',

expansion*
Soil aphera '

-50eV

-5eV

10-> 10-' 1 10

Donslly (Mg/mJ)
10' 10'

.li

• No complete or conclusive theory (quantum + many-atom + disorder)
> No quantitative experiments (especially not above 10 eV temperature)
• Previous "high-quality" data-bases handled this region by Interpolation

Do USP targets reach LTE in 100 fsec?

For this question we use codes and analytic formulas

• We expect to find

Trad « T|0n « T(

• Radiation is only a small part of the energy at conditions
of our EOS experiments.

• Ian EOS can be 10% of the total, but only 1/2 of that is due
to Interactions and only about 1/4 (i.e., 2%) Is underlain

• However when T|On « T e , the ion contribution Is much less

p = ™ _ + KTi

electrons
90%

kT| Ion Grunelsen

T par\
'-- 'deal ' o n Interactions

5% 5%



Are USP targets close enough to LTE to provide
meaningful equation of state data? Evidently so,
In the range where the EOS is most uncertain How can we determine the temperature? 11

» Electron-electron collision times are short enough that free electrons
have an equilibrium (Maxwelllan or Ferml-Dlrac) distribution.

(Typically T60 IS 1 fsec)

• Impact lonlzation rates are large enough to Ionize all but
Inner shell electrons In 10-20 fseo at 100 eV temperatures.
Stepwise lonlzation leads to a steady-state.
At solid density, Impact ionlzation and three-body recombination
are more rapid than radiative processes,
producing approximately UE populations.

* Numerical calculations agree.
New X-ray spectra look like LTE emission.

X-ray emission spectrum

Absorption of optical probe (Ng et al., UBC)

Optical emission tor known emisslvlty

Ion velocities In TOF spectrum (Guethleln and Foord, LLNL)

Emitted electron spectrum (Downer, U. Texas, Austin)

Thin target catorlmetry with known absorption

Near-term USP experiments test key
physics of high enegy-density

USP

X-ray
\backllghlgr

.119
Surface release experiment

- Measure expansion velocity for
known energy-deposition

- Tests EOS model under
precisely-defined conditions

X-ray absorption experiment
- Measure high-density edge-shift

and continuum lowering
- Tests opacity theory under

precisely-defined conditions

Shock-release experiment
' - Chirped probe pulse gives

unprecedented (sub-plcosoond)
time-resolution of surface release.



Femtosecond-Laser Driven Heat Waves
in Solid

Andrew Ng
University of British Columbia



FEMTOSECOND-LASER DRIVEN HEAT WAVES IN SOLID

Femtosecond laser-driven heat waves in solid

Inspired by the experiment of Vu etai, Phys. Rev. Lett..(1994)

.UBC

1

Andrew Ng, Andrew Forsman
University of British Columbia, Canada

Peter Celliers
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, U.S.A.

1-D hydrodynamic simulation '

* Examine roles of laser deposition, thermal conduction and

hydrodynamics

PROBING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DENSE PLASMAS

• Propagation of heat front governed by thermal conductivity

• Experiment of Vu, Szoke and' Landen f PRL 22,3823 (1994)]
• Glass target with top layer of 300 A carbon Irradiated with 100 fs,

616 nm pulse at 5xlO14 W/cmJ

• Laser deposition In carbon leads to heating of carbon-glass Interface
• Thermal conduction drives an lonlzallon front Into the glass
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EXPERIMENT OF VU et al.

1 Ionization front probed by 100 fs pulse at different lime delays through
target rear side •

1 Doppler shift in reflected probe pulse yields velocity of heat front

' Results in agreeement with diffusion calculations using Spitzcr conductivity

.UBC
Difficulties with the study
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Experimental issues

• Initial transmission of pump laser into glass due to finite opacity
of 300 A carbon

• Plasma formation at extremely early times (-1 ps) of pump pulse
at «109 W/cm2 might cause decoupling of laser from carbon-gloss
interface

• Laser deposition at interface leads to laser heating of glass

Modelling issues

• Ionization in glass given by Saha equilibrium did not account for
interband transitions

• Laser deposition in carbon or glass, and plasma hydrodynamics
not treated in thermal diffusion model

• Use of Spitzer-type thermal conductivity might not be valid for
dense plasmas

.UDC

MODELLING OF LASER-DRIVEN HEAT FRONT

4 Attempt to understand the phenomenon in a simple metal

• 1-dimensional hydrodynnmic code

• Laser-matter interactions treated with an EM wave solver
(Helmholtz equations and dielectric function description).

• Normal incidence for probing high densities

• Examine effects of plasma conductivities on heat front propagation

• Radiation transport, non-equilibrium effects of temperature and
ionization not treated

• Aluminum Irradiated with laser radiation of 400 nm, 100 - 500 fs

(FWHM) at 1013 -1OIS W/cm2 show similar features

• EOS and conductivity data availal >r aluminum '

• Present 500 fs case for nlnussible tiniisrrwlvrri nun«iirnmi.nic

.UDC



SNAP-SHOTS OF HEAT FRONTS AT EARLY TIMES

• Aluminum irradiated with 400 nm, 500 fs laser at 1OIS W/cm2

QEOS; Lee & More conductivities; screened hydrogenic model
i

* Laser peak at t = 0 ; initial target front surface at x '= 0

.UDC
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' At very early times, the
heat front appears to
move at similar speed
as deposition front
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SNAP-SHOTS OF HEAT FRONTS NEAR PEAK INTENSITY

• Aluminum irradiated with 400 nm, 500 fs laser at 1015 W/cm2

QEOS;' Lee & More conductivities; screened hydrofcenic model

• Laser peak at t = Oj initial target front surface at x = 0

'lo'
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• As an expanding plasma
forms, laser deposition
begins to decouple from
heat front

• As temperature rises,
non-linear thermal
conduction leads to
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SNAP-SHOTS OF HEAT FRONTS AT LATE TIMES

• Aluminum irradiated with 400 nm, 500 fs laser at 10 ls W/cm2

QEOS; Lee & More conductivities; screened hydrogenic model

* Laser peak at t = 0 ; initial target front surface at x = 0
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DEVELOPMENT OF SHOCK WAVES
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VELOCITY OF HEAT FRONT

» Consider the 104 K (sufficient to produce critical electron density
in a solid) point on heat front for different conductivity models

• At early times, velocity spike'exceeding 10' cm/s
• Before peak intensity, increase in velocity after minimum
• At late times, steady but lower velocities
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104 K heat front speed and electrical conductivity
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104 K heat front speed and thermal conductivity
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• At very early times,

models with lower
electrical conductivity
allow deeper pcnetation of
laser as an evanescent
wave, leading to higher
heat front speeds
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• When thermal conduction
dominates, models with
lower thermal conductivity
yield slower heat front
speeds
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Conclusions on fs-Iaser driven heat waves

• Heat fronts produced in fs-laser heated solids characterized by
three phases

• Skin-depth deposition
• Thermal conduction
• Shock compression

The hjgh velocity (>107 cm/s) observed by Vu et al. might be due
to laser penetration and not a measure of thermal conduction
• • Caveat: glass might behave very differently from aluminum

Accurate measurements of heat front velocity may allow a
complete test of models in electrical and thermal conductivities

* New diagnostics required to provide sufficient sensitivity,
accuracy and temporal rc^-'ution
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What Are White Dwarfs?

« Conceal Properties

1. White dwarfs nrc the end result »t xti-llnr MIIIIUIUII
for most stars. (M. ~ IM0 to S - 8M;.)

2. Tho average mass for planetary nebulne. PG1 ISO stnis.
And white dwarfs is O.S - 0.6M© (Weidcmann 1990:
Bergeron, SalTcr, k Uclicrt 1092: Wrrnor 1992 Bern-
eron ct al. 1995).

3. We believe the Internal structure consists of a C/O
core overlain by a thin surface layer. The compo-
sition of the surface layer and effective temperature
determines what we call it.

PG1159 stars are pre-whlte dwarfs. We see helium,
carbon, and oxygen In their spectra and occasion-
ally nitrogen Is also present (see Dreizler et ni.
199S). The surface temperatures (̂ .lOO.OOOK) me
too hot for hydrogen lines to appear in their spec-
tra.

DB white dwarfs have a modest helium layer at die
surface and we only see lines of helium in their
spectra.

DA white dwarfs liave only hydrogen lines in their
spectra as a result of the thin hydrogen layer nt
the surface. Tho helium layer lies underneath due
to gravitational settling because log o ~ 8.

6 I—i—i—i—r
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Pitisntors

1. All 3 white ilwnrf rln-vscs mentioned nlinve hnvo n fuir-
• tlon uf tliclr members pulsating in nonriulinl f/-iinnli-s

They nre called DOV stnrs in the PG11S0 doiumii.
DBV stars In the DD region, and DAV stars in ihr
DA region.

2. Pulsation driving conici from the «,7 incclmnisin (ln';iv-
lly modified by convection/pulsation Intcrni'iinu«) up-
crating In the partial ionizatlon zone (Wingel 1931:
Wingct et al. 1982; Starrfìcld et ni. 1983, 1931;
Bradley It Djilcmbowski 199C). The different liiniy.ii-
tion potentials of the dominant element arc responsi-
ble for the location of the instability strips.

3. The observed light variations ate due to changes In the
surface temperature distribution (Robinson, Kepler.
it Nathor 1982).

4. Various studies suggest the pulsators are otherwise
normal white dwarfs that happen to be passing through
an Instability strip (Fontaine et al. 1985; Bergeron ct
al, 1995). What we learn about the pulsators should
apply to white dwarfs in general,

5. To resolve their complicated light curves into indi-
viduai pulsation modes, we use multi-site observing
campaigns with the Whole Earth Telescope.

6. The multi-site nature of the Whole Earth Telescope
allows us to minimize confusion in our data analysis
due to dally gaps In the data one gets from sunrises
at a single site.

Why Mess With White Dwarf Stars?

• The strong gravity of while dwarfs gives them n rclmivolv
simple "onion" structure.

• We do not Imvc complicating effects like unclear burning,
hravy clement (mctnl) enhnncemeutü. rnpid rotation, or
strong mngnotlc fields in most while dwnrfs.

< The work of Bradley it Wingcl (100-1) (or GD 35S nnil
Knwjilcr i: Brmllcy (1994) for PC 1159-035 slum- timi
detailed seismology of white dwnrfs is possible.

White dwarf seismology can help us with the following:

1. We can determine the total stellar mass,'surface layer
mass, depth and steepness of the chemical composition
gradients, along with rotation rates and/or magnetic field
strengths.

1. We enn learn more about the properties of matter un-
der extremes of density and temperature. This will help
us with problems in the Equatlon-of-State (EOS), con-
ductive+radiative opacities, viscosities, neutrino emission,
and convectipn.

3. We can constrain the previous phases of stellar evolution
in terms of what kind of progenitor gives rise to a partic-
ular class of while dwarf.

4. We can probe the previous history of star formation in the
Galactic Disk and—eventually—the Halo.



Evolutionary Models

1. (use the White Dwarf Evolution Code (Lamb 107-1; Lnmli
U Van Horn 1075; Wood 1990) to construct models of
cooling white dwarfs

2. I do not include nuclear burning, but do include neutrino
emission by dense matter (Itoh et al. 1996).

3. In my older models, 1 use the H, He, C, and 0 EOS for
dense plasmas computed by Fontaine, Grabosko, & Van
Horn (1977) along with the Lamb (1974) C and O EOS
for the strongly coupled plasma in the core.

4. t recently incorporated tbe OPAL opacities into WDEC.
and use the conductive opacities of Itoh et al. (1983.
1984).

5. I also incorporated tbe new H and He EOS of Saumon.
Charbrler, It Van Horn (1995). For now, I recast them
onto a p,T grid for computational convcnicnco.

0.60M0 MODELS NEAR 12,800 K

FCVH + LAOL Z-.001
SCVH + OPAL (Z-0.00)
SCVH + (Z-O.00) hoi

200. 400. 600. 600.

PERIOD (seconds)

1000.



Comparison of Seismology Results to Oihrr Hcsulis

1. Stellar Masses

• PG 1150-035 nnd PG 2131+066 has masses of 0 MM .•
and 0.61Mo.

• These muses are consistent with the mean mass -~
0.6M© tor PNN (Weidcmann 1990). It Is larger iliiin
the masses (~ 0.5Mo) suggested for extended hnri-
zontal branch objects (Heber 1992).

• GD 358 has a moss of 0.58Mo, while PG I llo+IJS
Is ~ 0.62Moi consistent with the mean mat* of other
DBs and the PG 1159 stars. (Oke, Weidcmann, U
Koestcr 1984).

« Our masses for the DAV stars are similar to the spec-
troscoplcally determined masses of Bergeron cl al. (1995).

2. Surface Layer Mass

DOV stars! • The surface layer mass of PGII59-035
Is 4 x 10"JM., thinner then the maximum allowed
layer of 10"'M, (see Iben 1984 for example).

• PG 2131+066 ha* & similar surface layer moss ot
6 x lO-'M..

• However, It is similar to D'Antona k Matiitelli's
(1991) minimum surface layer mass of 2 x 10"3M..

. • Stellar evolution models are not yet able in du-
plicate the observed abundance patterns nf the
PG1159 type stars.

DBV stars: • The helium Isiyrr nirussi'S of GD 358 is
i x 10-»M. mid our limit for PG 1115+158 is
MiusS 10'4M..

• These arc thinner thrill expected from stellar evo-
lution theory (Mii.g 10"'M.).

• However, Dchncr it. Kawalcr (1995) show that it
one allows diffusion to modify the composition pro-
file of PG 1159-035, the main He/C composition
Irniisliion occurs i\l ~ 2 x 10-°M., consistent with
wlmt we sec for GD 358.

• The total amount of helium in Dchner & Kawnler's
models Is nbout G x 10"*M., consistent with what'
Pcllclicr ct al. require to duplicate the carbon
abundance trends in the DQ stars.

DAV stars: • The hotter DAV stars have common trends
In their periods that arc consistent with their hav-
ing a small range of hydrogen layer masses,

t These common pulsation spectra are consistent
with their having hydrogen layer masses near 10"4M,
to 10-»M..

• This is reasonably close to what stellar evolution
theory predicts (Iben & MncDonald (1985, 1986).

Conclusions

• We nre now able lo perform .scismnloKy nn white ilwnrfs,
ami hnvc results (or several DOV. DIJV. nml DAV white
dmirfs.

• Seismology suggests ihat the DA ami Dl) while dumb
arise from different progenitors.

• We have suggestive evidence that DDs descend from Hi'.
rich I?NN vin (lie PG 1159 pluiM'

• Most DA white dwiirfs arc descendants of It-rich PNN.

• White Dwarf models with the new OPAL opacities and
new SCVH equation of state ore not very different from
previous models with older opacities nnd EOS.

• The prcvld'us two points say that previous sclsmological re-
svdts are sound, and that we expect at most slight changes
to earlier seismologically determined structural parame-
ters.

• The biggest difference comes from using (more realistic)
Z = 0.0 opacities, which were not available before.

• The Z=0.0 DA and DB models give the similar pciiods ns
before, but at about 500 K hotter temperatures.
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Osclllogramj of electric;, and magnetic &B probes
at the cloud expantlon InAr-background at B,=100 O. -

R R * R ; * % R * - * * *

The tint Investigation problem

Collisionless deceleration of explouding plasmas in the conditions:
• Alfven-Mach number Mt»\;
• A » R \ where A • scale of eollisional free-path of explouding plasmas

ions, R'-gas dinamic seale. R*»(-£%X,where />• . background plasma
4jrp

density;
• magnetic Reynolds number R e . » l :
• /I«*m%<<l- cold plasma.

Processes of Interaction:

• For a cold background plasma and Mt>$ the Interaction between
interpenetrating plasma (lows due to charge-Induced electric fields, both
laminar and turbulent, is unlikely take place.

• The influence of the magnetic pressure upon to the deceleration of the
cloud may be negligible, as It is Ut' -times lest then the dynamic
pressure of the ambient plasma.

• Magnelle Laminar Mechanism (MLM) of Interaction may be strong
enough at M, » I . It Is based on the action of a curl electric field k,. An
expanding diamagnetic cavity created by spherical cloud should
effectively generate this field though « i f i , « - ! / — . The necessary

condition of this MLM interaction is the strong enough magnetization
of ions. Larmour radius RH and /I, * for cloud and background plasmas
(calculation for cloud velosity) should be less than /*•(/?„;?„•</!•')•

J

2

I

0

100

JO

0

l\t,IO"CH''

B.rc

40 R, CM

The structure of plasma (a) amd magnetic (b) cavities
with the moving layer of compressed n, and B, In
the front, formed at the interaction of the cloud with
H'-background at Mn «5 and RnRn'<R''.
Dotted lines • initial distributions of n, and B,.
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The Influence of magnetic field 8, = 100 Q on the dynamics
. of radial flow of cloud Ion* in H* -background at /?„/»„•< R'':

2 l 0 1 > | a 0
2 -
3 - n,=

b 6...J

D>Tiamics of the radial flow of the Ion cloud without
magnetic field. (B = 0);
I • n, = 0; 2 • n, s i l O ' W . H + - ions

Plasma density distribution after the expansion of the
cloud at B = 0. Light points • initial distribution .
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Tha tinicture ofetoud-generateddlturbaneesof W-
baekground on the sttge of their forming ( R = 26 em)
and propagation (R'"4S and 76cm) at various
angles tf<S0' at hi, >3and n*Rn*<R*>.

Dynamics of "quasi-parallel" disturbances of plasnia and field
at A/,= 2 (R* = 40tm),
/ „ , / , . currents of the double probe al n, = 0,and n, = 4 x l 0 ' W ,
J,- current of the collector.



•Typical tadlui distribution of concentration In laser
plasma cloud.

1 'v/,

The second Investigation problem:

-111,, plasma cloud interaction with the vacuum magnetic field In the
conditions:
• Alfven-Mach number MA « l i
• magnetic Reynolds Re. » 1 . accoding to Coulomb collisions.

Process** of Infraction:

. Deceleration scale must be R, » ( ' % > K . » d Its criteria musi b* "»/Rt.

• Diffusion processes of fl Into the cloud may bo turbulent.

Dynamics of interaction of laser plasma cloud with

the magnetic field B = 40 O in vacuum at " ^ > I •

the case of strong turbulent diffusion connected with
the development of instability on lower hybrid frequency:

! • ; , »t V = 4 0 G ;
2 • change of the perturbation of magnetic field 6B.
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Dynamics of deceleration «nd following departure to
R>R,ofthecloudwlth * % < ' »' "» Interaction

with magnetto field In vacuum:
\.JA a t B , = 0i 2 A B i 3

""•''" "f"?TT" - i 0 " ' r;; :-:-iuc.:c isr.fi:;.".

=260 0 .

Summary *nd Conclusion:
I.The first confirmation of real efficiency of the Magnetic Laminar

Mechanism of the interaction between Interpenetrating plasma Hows at
M, > 5 and magnetization of ions was obtained. There are deceleration
of the supcr-AII'venic plasma (low and generation of the waves,
travelling in the background at various angles with respect to 5,.

2. At the plasma cloud interaction with O, (U, < I) there takes place
microtifrbulent diffusion of magnetic field into (he cloud (diamagnelic
cavily)| |f ihc ions cloud magnetization is the strong enough (R"A <l).

the cloud decelerates on the scale R,, where plasma and Held pressures
becomes equal, and then continues to propogate with low velosily in
perpendicular to B, direction In the form of scperatc (lutes.

3. Obtained date may be used for analysis of natural explosive-type
phenomena in space plasma like Supernova bursts, Barium releases of
Ample type or very greater platma releases of ''Starfish" type.



Laser plasma cloud simulation for Investigation of a colllslonloss
Interaction processes between axploudtna plasmas and madia In
spnce, [

V.M. Ant'onov, Yu.P. Zakharov, A.M. Orishlch. A.O.Ponomarcnko.
V.O.Posukh, and V.N.SnylnJkov.

Institute of Laser Physics, Siberian Branch of Russia Academy of Sicncc.
Novosibirsk State University

TW= PROGRAM OF THE FACILITY KM WORK.

MODELLED PHENOMENA.

1. Deceleration of Nova's and Supernova's shells in Interstellar space.
2. Movement of piumolds and artificial clouds In magnetosphere or

the Earth.
3. Generation of Interplanetary shock waves by solar flashes.
4. Evolution of planetary nebulae In galaxy field.

PROCESSES UNDER INVESVOAVON.

l.Colllslonless Interaeton of superAl^fenlo plasma flows.
2. Transformation of flows energy into colllnionless disturbances

of background.
3. Interaction1 of plasma flows with magnetic field, role of turbulence.
4. Plasma dynamics at non-stationary energy Isolation, generation of

compact plasma shell*.
5. tordzallon waves.

Principal scheme of the facility KM

1. A large-scale (5 m long and 1.2 m In diameter) high-vacuum (I0''torr)
interactive chamber:

2. A system of CO, -laser and CO, .amplifier with output energy ~ I kJ.
3. A quasi-stationary source of a background plasma to fill the volume

-I m1 of the vacuum chamber by a highly-ionized density up to
n~IO"rnr l.T..5.IOeV(H>,Ar>).

4. One or several carbon-hydrogen targets (Nylon) . Plasma clouds of an
axially.symmetrical or near spherical form with energy E, up to 500 J
.ind tolal mass M,up to lOOpg has been obtained by two-sided
irradiation of cylindrical and spherical targets.

5. Magnetic field B, =0+1 kG.
6. Diagnostic of the plasma density n, ,the Ions flow JK,, the perturbation

of magnetic field 60, the electron temperature T,.
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Dept. of Physics
P.O. Box 8202
Raleigh, NC 27695
(919)515-7096
john_blondin@ ncsu.edu
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Modeling of Shock Instabilities
Supernova and Supernova Remnants

Blottiau, Patrick
CEA/DAM
Centre d"Etudes de Limeil-Valenton
94195- Villeneuve St Georges Cedex
France
33-(l)4595 6063
33-(l)43 86 7420FAX
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Astrophysics
blottiau@limeil.ceaPr

Bradley, Paul
XTA MSB-220
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505)667-8999
(505) 665-2227 FAX
pbradley@lanl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
White dwarf astrophysics
Inertial Confinement Fusion (NIF)

BudiLKim
LLNL L-018
(510)423-8098
(510) 423-5112 FAX
budill@llnLgov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Laser experiments of
Hydrodynamics and transport

Campbell, E. Michael
LLNL L-466
(510)422-5391
campbell5@llnl.gov



Castor, John
LLNLL-015
(510)422-4664
(510) 422-5102 FAX
castorl@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Theory, modeling of laser experiments

Chevalier, Roger
Univ. of Virginia
DepL of Astronomy
P.O. Box 3818
Charlottesville,VA 22903
(804)929^889
(804) 929-3109 FAX
rac5x@vifginia.edu
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Supernovae/SN remnants

Colgate, Stirling —BANQUET SPEAKER
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Theoretical Div.,T-6
MS275B
Los Alamos, NM 87545
colgate@eagleJanl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
All aspects of Supernova

Colvinjeff
LLNL L-473
(510)422-3273
(510) 422-8395 FAX
colvin5@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Modeling of laser experiments

Cox, Arthur
Los Alamos National Laboratory
MSB288
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505)667-7648
anc@lanl.gov

Dearborn, Dave
LLNL L-022
(510)422-7219
ddearbom@IInl.gov

Diamond, Patrick
DepLofPhys. B019
University of CA.— San Diego
LaJolla,CA 92093
(619)534-4025
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Hydrodynamic Instabilities
Shocks

Dimonte, Guy
LLNL L-043
(510)423-0596
dimontel@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Nonlinear hydrodynamics experiments

Drake, Paul
LLNL L^18,and
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI
(510)422-6706
(510) 422-2956 FAX
drakel@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Design of Nova Experiments
to Simulate the Circumstellar
Interactions Near SN1987A

Dunn, Jim
LLNL L-251
(510)423-1557
dunn6@llnl.gov

Estabrook, Kent
LLNL L-472
(510)422-5441
estabrook2@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Modeling of laser experiments

Feldman,Uri
Naval Research Lab Code 7608
Space Science Division
4555 Overlook Ave.SW
Washington, DC 20375
(202) 767-5398

Fryxell, Bruce
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
MS 934
Greenbelt,MD 20771
(301)286-8567
(301) 286-1634 FAX
fcyxell@neutrino.gsfc.nasa.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Supernova
Rayleigh-Taylor Instabilities
Computational Fluid Dynamics

Glendinning, S. Gail
LLNL L-473
(510)423-3065
(510) 422-8395 FAX
glendinningl@Unl.gov
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Laser experiments of
supernova hydrodynamics



Goldstein, William
LLNLL-047
(510)422-2515
goldstein3@llnl.gov
TOPIC OF INTEREST:

, Tim

Theory, modeling of
laser experiments

Grandy, Jeffrey M.
LLNL L-419
(510)424-5626
(510) 422-8920 FAX
grandyl@Hnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Large scale computing,
Fluid dynamics

Graziani, Frank
LLNL L-170
(510)422-4803

Grun, Jacob
Code 6795
Naval Research Lab
Plasma Physics Division
4555 Overlook Ave.SW
Washington, DC 20375
(202)767-9117
grun@NMJSl.hlRLJNAVY.MIL
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Hydrodynamics laser experiments

HatchettE, Steve
LLNL L-477
(510)422-5916
(510) 423-9208 FAX
shatchett@llnl.gov

Iglesias, Carlos
LLNL L^041
(510)422-7252
(510) 423-7228 FAX
IGLESIAS1@LLNL.GOV
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Opacity

Iwamoto, Kohichi
Department of Astronomy, School of Science,
University of Tokyo
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113
81-3-3813-9439 FAX
iwamoto@astron.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Linear stability of nuclear flames
2-D simulations of the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability in core collapse
Supemovae

NAS A/Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 665
Greenbelt,MD 20771
(301)286-3680
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Spectral modeling of x-ray
photoionized nebulae

Kane, Jave
LLNL L-413
University of Arizona/LLNL
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Supernova modeling
Laser experiments

Kauffman, Bob
LLNL L-482
(510)422-0419
(510) 422-4982 FAX
kauffman2@llnl.gov

Keane, Chris
LLNL L-477
(510)423-4225
keanel@llnl.gov

Keedy, John
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Khpkhlov,Alexei
University of Texas/Austin
Astronomy DepL
Austin, TX 78712
(512)471-3397
(512) 471-6016 FAX
ajk@alla.as.utexas.edu
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Instabilities in Thermonuclear Supernovae
Hydrodynamics of Interstellar Gas Interaction

Kilkenny, Joseph D.
LLNLL-488
(510)423-4213
(510) 423 6212 FAX
kilkennyl@llnl.gov

Klein, Richard
LLNL L-023
(510)422-3548
klein@mdhydro.berkeley.edu
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Hydrodynamic Interaction of
Shock Waves with Interstellar Clouds



Kosaka, Keiji
Okayama University
Japan

Kruer.Bill
LLNL L-472
Livermore,CA 94550
(510)422-5437
(510)423-9969 Fax

Larsen,Jon
Cascade Applied Sciences, Inc.
6325TrevartonLn.
Longmont,CO 80503
Iarsen@casinc.com
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Modeling of laser experiments

Levedahl, Kirk
DOE
Washington, DC
ldrkl@icfJlnl.gov

Liang, Edison
Rice University
DepL of Space Phys. & Astronomy
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251
(713) 527-8101
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Supernova ejecta-ring nebula collision

Liedahl, Duane
LLNL L-041
(510)423-9647
liedahll@llnLgov
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Spectroscopy of x-ray photoionized
nebulae and proposed laboratory expts.

LindLJohn
LLNL L-488
(510)422-5430
lindll@llnl.gov

Logory, Larry
LLNL L-419
(510)423-6578
logoryl@llnl.gov

London, Rich
LLNL L-477
(510)423-2021
(510) 423-9208 FAX
rlondon@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
All

Louis-Jacquet, Michel
CEA/DAM
Centre dTEtudes de Bruyeres le Chatel
BP12
91680-Bruyeres le Chatel
France
33-(l)69 267753
Fax33-(l)69267015
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Laser plasma physics

MacFadyen, Andrew
U.C. Santa Cruz
DepL of Astronomy & Astrophysics
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408)459-2774
andrew@ucolick.org
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Supemovae
Hydrodynamic Instabilities

Max, Claire
LLNL L-413
(510)422-5442
(510) 423-0238 FAX
max@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
All

McCray, Richard
JELA, University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0440
(303)492-7835
DICK@JILA.COLORADO.EDU
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
The impact of SN1987A with its
Circumstellar Ring
SuperNova ejecta-ring nebulae collision

Mihalas, Dimitri
University of Illinois
Astronomy DepL
1002 W. Green SL
Urbana,JL 61821
(217)333-5529
(217) 244-7638 FAX
dniihalas@altair.astro.uiuc.edu
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Radiation Hydrodynamics

Mikaelian, Karnig
LLNL L-022
(510)422-5449
TOPIC OF INTEREST:
Hydrodynamics
Modeling of laser experiments



Miller, Paul M.
LLNL L-022
(510)423-6455
(510) 423 0925 FAX
pmiller@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Experiments on Richtmyer-
Meshkov mixing, jets

More, Richard M.
LLNL L-041
(510)422-7208
more2@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Theory, modeling of
laser experiments

Murray, Stephen
LLNL L-023
(510)423-9382
murray8@llnLgov

Ng, Andrew
The University of British Columbia
Physics Department
6224 Agricultural Road
Vancouver, B.C.
V6T1Z1, Canada
(604) 822-3191
nga@physics.ubc.ca
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Detailed Opacities relevant to Stellar Interiors
Radiation and Thermal Transport
Dense Plasma Atomic Physics and EOS
X-ray Photoionized Plasmas

Orishich, Anatolle
Physics Department
Novosibisiik State University
Novosibisirk, Russia
011-738-32-3552 FAX

Pinto, Phil
University of Arizona
Steward Observatory
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-8678
ppinto@as.arizona.edu

Remington, Bruce
LLNL L-473
(510)423-1699
(510) 422-8395 FAX
remington2@ltal.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Laser experiments

Rogers, Forrest
LLNL L-041
(510)422-7351
rogers4@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Theory, modeling of
EOS, opacities

Rose, Steven
Bldg. R2, Rutherford-Appleton Lab
Chilton, Didcot
OxonOXl 1OQX.UK
8-011.44-1235-446344
8^011-44-1235-445888 FAX
s.jjose@rutherfoid.ac.uk
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Opacity and Radiative
Transfer experiments

Rosen, Mordy
LLNL L-472
(510)422-5427
(510) 423-9969 FAX
rosen2@ltal.gov

Rubenchik, Alexander M. 'Sasha'
LLNL L-399
(510)422-0976
rubenchik@ltal.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Theory
Modeling of Laser Experiments

Sangster, Craig
LLNL L-481
(510)422-8176
sangsterl@ltal.gov

Savin, Daniel
Dept. of Physics
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720-7300
(510)643-6863
savta@physics.berkeley.edu

Schappert, Gottfried
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505)667-1294
(505) 665-4409 FAX
gts@lanl.gov

Shepherd, Ronnie
LLNL L-043
(510)423-7456
shepherdl@ltaLgov



Shvarts, Dov
Physics Department
Nuclear Research Center Negev
P.O. Box 9001
Beer-Sheva, Israel
972-57-568736
972-57-567880 FAX
schwartz@bgumail.bgu.ac.il

Simmons, Kim
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Springer, Paul
LLNL L-043
(510)423-9221
(510) 423-5498 FAX
Springer6@llnl.gov
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Experiments on Opacity
Stellar Evolution

Stone, James M.
Department of Astronomy
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742-2421
(301)405-2103
(301) 314-9067 FAX
jstone@astro.umd.edu
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
shock-cloud interaction
radiation transport
radiation hydrodynamics

Strauss, Moshe
LLNL L-399
(510)424-3101
straussl@llnl.gov
UC Davis

Suzuki, Tomoharu
Department of Astronomy
School of Science
University of Tokyo
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113
81-3-3813-9439 FAX
suzuM@astron.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
3D simulations of the collision between Supernova
ejecta with Circumstellar material

Swenson, Fritz
Los Alamos National Laboratory
MSB220
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(505)667-4467
(505) 665-2227 FAX
fswenson@xdivJanl.gov

Townes, Charles
DepL of Physics
Univ. of Calif., Berkeley
(510)642-1128
(510) 643-8497 FAX
cht@sunspoLssl.berkeley.edu
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
all

Wallace, Russ
LLNL L-482
(510)423-7864
(510) 422-4982 FAX
wallacel l@llnl.gov

Weaver, Robert
Los Alamos National Laboratory
X2 MSB220
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(505) 667-4756
rpw@lanl.gov

Wilson Douglas
Los Alamos National Laboratory
XTA,MSB220
P.O.Box 1663
(505)667-6154
(505) 665-2227 FAX
dcw@lanLgov

Woolsey, Nigel
LLNL L-399
(510)424-2175
(510) 423-6172 FAX
woolseyl@Unl.gov
AND
University of California at Beikeley
Berkeley, CA
(510) 643-1831
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Laser Spectroscopy Experiments

Yoneda, Hitoshi
Institute of Laser Science
University of Electro Communications
Tokyo, Japan
81-424-83-2161
81-424-85-8960 FAX
yoneda@ils.uec.ac.jp



Unable to attend:
Aufderheide, Maurice
LLNL L-170
(510)423-6174
aufderiie@viperJInl.gov

Baldis, Hector
Laboratatoire LULI
Ecole Polytechnique
91128 Palaiseau Cedex
FRANCE
8-011-33-1-69-33-3713
8-011-33-1-69-33-3009 FAX
baldis@greco2.polytechnique.fr

Bell, Tony
Plasma Physics Group
Imperial College
London SW72BZ
0171-594-7638
0171-594-7658 FAX
Lbell@ic.ac.uk

Bildsten, Lars
Physics and Astronomy
UC Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720
bildsten@fire.berkeley.edu

Burrows, Adam
Univ. of Arizona
Steward Obs & Physics DepL
Tucson, AZ 85721

CrandalL David
Director, Office of National Ignition Facility
Department of Energy
Defense Programs
DP16FOR
Washington, DC 20585

Holm, Daryl
Los Alamos National Laboratory
MS
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505)667-6398

Laval, Guy
Centre de Physique Theorique
Ecole Polytechnique
91128 PALAISEAU Cedex
France

Livne, Eli
Recah List of Physics
Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel

Mathews, Grant James
Department of Physics
University of Notre Dame
340B Nieuwland Science
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 631-6919
(219) 631-5952 FAX
gmathews@bootes.phys.nd.edu
TOPICS OF INTEREST:
Stars
Stellar Interiors
White Dwarf Cooling, EOS

Nomoto, Kenichi
Univ. of Tokyo, School of Science
DepL of Astronomy
Bunkyo-ku
113 Tokyo, Japan
011-3-3369-5079
nomoto@astron.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Takabe,Hideaki
Institute of Laser Eng.
Osaka University
Yamada-Oka2-6
Suita, Osaka 565, JAPAN
8-011-81-06-879-8731
8-011-81-06-877-4799 FAX
takabe@ile.osaka-u.ac.jp

Vishniac, Ethan
University of Texas at Austin
College of Natural Sciences
DepL of Astronomy
RLM15-308
Austin, TX 78712
(512)471-1429
ethan@astro.as.utexas.edu

Walling, Rosemary
(510)422-4104
(510) 423-7228 FAX
rwalling@llnl.gov

Weaver, Tom
LLNL L-045
(510)423-1850
(510) 422-1370 FAX
weaver-tom@Unl.gov

Wilson, Jim
LLNL L-161
(510)422-4857
wjfrank@llnl.gov

Woosley, Stan
UC Santa Cruz
Board Study Astron./Astrophysics
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
408-459-2976


